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time. I look at choosing development tools as an 
opportunity to learn, explore, and challenge how 
we do development. To properly evaluate tools, 
we must spend time learning how they work. We 
must explore each tool’s advantages and dis-
advantages. And finally, we must challenge our 
assumptions in choosing the proper tool. All of 
these tasks take time and consideration to make 
proper choices, which, in my honest opinion, is 
one of the best parts of the job.  

Editorial

Do you build using “classic” databases like SQL 
Server or Oracle? Or do you take the plunge and 
build on a NoSQL data store like Mongo, Docu-
ment DB, or Dynamo? Then there’s the choice of 
infrastructure. Do you host on your own hard-
ware, or do you use a cloud provider like Amazon 
Web Services, Google Cloud, or Microsoft Azure? 
Then there’s the ever-fun choice of development 
language. Do you build using Python, Scala, C#, 
Ruby, F#, Java, JavaScript, Node, etc., etc.,  
etc.

As a software consultant, my clients expect 
me to look out for their long-term interests in 
making these choices. As many of you already 
know, this is a primary focus of many of my 
editorials and I’m choosing to revisit it again, 
because in the last 30 days, I’ve had to advise 
several clients and colleagues about this very  
subject. 

In the last month, I’ve been working with a cli-
ent who’s about to begin building a new mo-
bile application for their customers. Currently, 
they contract to another organization who 
provides a “generic” mobile application bolted 
onto their existing infrastructure. The client 
has chosen to build their own custom appli-
cation and bring development “in-house,” by 
which they mean using contractors who’ll build 
the first versions of the application before it’s 
moved to an internal development team. During 
the project discussions, the choice of develop-
ment tools came up. The myriad tool choices 
seem to be the “800-pound gorilla” of mobile  
development. 

The first toolset considered was Xamarin. Xa-
marin is a cross-platform development tool 
owned and supported by Microsoft. One thing 
in Xamarin’s favor was its choice of XAML for 
markup and C# as the underlying language. 
This was favorable because the client uses the 
Microsoft Stack for development. The negative 
was that the mobile application development 
company we chose because of their depth of 
mobile development experience doesn’t build 
using Xamarin, so the time to market was un-
certain and we were unsure whether we could 
provide an experience that felt native to the two 
mobile platforms we would support (iOS and  
Android).

Choices, Choices, Choices
As software developers, the options at our fingertips when building applications are legion. You can 
choose to build your front-ends using mobile tools, HTML tools, desktop tools, or a combination 
thereof. Once you’ve chosen your front-end(s), you then need to decide on a data strategy. 

EDITORIAL
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The next platform discussed was React Native. 
React Native is an open source, cross-platform 
tool by the teams at Facebook. React Native uses 
JavaScript as its development language and pro-
vides a set of tools and libraries used access the 
native features of the various platforms. We liked 
the concept of using JavaScript as a development 
language. We also liked the idea of using one tool 
for all of our development efforts; A single code 
base has lots of merit. Although these were both 
positive features, we were a bit reluctant on two 
fronts. The first was the newness of the stack—the 
client I work with is conservative when it comes 
to development choices. The second negative 
was the available pool of developers. Because of 
the newness, we were unsure if we could recruit 
developers to come work on this application in 
the future. Sometimes, good products don’t  
last long.

In the end, we decided to use the native tools for 
each platform. The iOS build of the application 
will use Objective-C/XCode and the Android build 
will use the native Android SDK. We chose these 
platforms for a number of reasons. The most im-
portant reason was user experience. By building 
applications in the native SDKs, we were 100% 
confident that we’d be able to deliver the experi-
ences that users have come to expect. We also 
chose these platforms because of the rich depth of 
knowledge available. There are literally dozens of 
training classes, Stack Overflow posts, and books 
available to help solve any issue that might arise. 
Finally, we recognized that we’d have a simpler 
time recruiting developers with knowledge in each 
respective stack than if we went with something  
new. 

We didn’t make this choice without careful con-
sideration. We factored in the idea of supporting 
multiple code bases, which, in the end seemed 
to be a minor downside compared to some of the 
risks associated with the other available choices. 
I’m excited about the many positive aspects of a 
product like React Native—and you’ll read more 
about that elsewhere in this issue—but it just 
wasn’t right for this particular client. 

It’s difficult to choose a development stack in to-
day’s development environment because the field 
is so rich with options. This is what makes our 
jobs both interesting and perilous at the same 
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From Zero to CRUD in Angular: Part 2
This article builds upon my last article entitled From Zero to CRUD in Angular: Part 1 (CODE Magazine, May/June 2017). If you 
haven’t already read that article, you should go back and do so. This article is going to add to the project created there. In the 
last article, you built a new Visual Studio project, added the files from the Angular Quick Start, and added a Product service

to retrieve product data from a SQL Server table. This 
data was then displayed in an HTML table.

In this article, you’ll add the appropriate HTML, Angular 
code, and Web API methods to allow the user to add, 
edit and, delete product data. To the Web API, you’ll add 
POST, PUT, and DELETE methods, as well as a GET method 
to retrieve a single product. To the Angular product ser-
vice, you’ll add code to call each of these methods in 
response to user input.

Angular 4 Update
When I wrote the last article, the current version was 
Angular 2. Since then, Angular 4 has released. I included 
both the Angular 2 and 4 versions of this application in 
the download for the last article but I’ll continue in this 
article using only the Angular 4 version. There aren’t too 
many changes that must be made to upgrade from Angu-
lar 2 to Angular 4. Here are the changes I made:

• Installed TypeScript 2.2
• Created the project from scratch and downloaded 

the Angular Quick Start from http://bit.ly/29y5J9i. 
• Followed the instructions for using Angular in Vi-

sual Studio located at http://bit.ly/26143AE.
• All files are now located under the \src folder from 

the root of the Visual Studio project.
• Eliminated the moduleId: module.id from all com-

ponents.

That’s all the changes that had to be made. Everything 
else works just as I explained in the last article.

Add an Add Button to the Product List Page
You need a way to get into an “add” mode in which a user 
may enter the data necessary to create a new product. 
You’ll create the appropriate HTML (Figure 1) for this 
page soon, but first, let’s create an Add button on the 
main product listing page to get to the product detail 
page.

Open the product-list.component.html file, and add the 
following HTML at the top of the page.

<div class="row">
  <div class="col-xs-12">
    <button class="btn btn-primary" 
            (click)="add()">
      Add New Product
    </button>
  </div>
</div>

When you click on the Add New Product button, you want 
to route to the product detail page shown in Figure 1. In 
the click event for this button, a method in your Angular 

controller named Add is called. The Add function is go-
ing to use the Angular routing engine to redirect to the 
product detail page.

Update the Product List Component
Let’s update the ProductListComponent class to perform 
this Add functionality. Open the product-list.component.
ts file and add an import to allow you to use the routing 
service.

import { Router } from '@angular/router';

Locate the constructor in your ProductListComponent 
and add a second parameter to this constructor. This sec-
ond parameter tells Angular to inject the Router service 
into the ProductListComponent.

constructor(
  private productService: ProductService,
  private router: Router) {
}

Create a new function named Add in your ProductList-
Component class. This function calls the Navigate method 
of the injected router service. You pass an array to this 
Navigate function. The first array element is the route, 
which must match a route you create in your routing 
component. The second parameter is the value you wish 
to pass to the next component. Later in this article, you 
use this product detail page to display an existing prod-
uct, so you will pass a real product ID as the second ele-
ment. For now, because you’re just adding a new product, 
pass a minus one (-1).

add() {
  this.router.navigate(['/productDetail', -1]);
}

Create Detail HTML
Create the product detail page shown in Figure 1. This 
detail page is used to both add and edit product data. 
Right mouse-click on the \src\app\product folder and 
select the Add > HTML page menu. Set the name to prod-
uct-detail.component.html and click the OK button. The 
various input fields, shown in Figure 1, are placed into a 
bootstrap panel. Create the panel by first deleting all of 
the HTML in the new page you just added, and then typ-
ing in the following HTML.

<div class="panel panel-primary"
     *ngIf="product">
  <div class="panel-heading">
    <h1 class="panel-title">
      Product Information
    </h1>
  </div>

Paul D. Sheriff
www.fairwaytech.com

Paul D. Sheriff is a Business 
Solutions Architect with  
Fairway Technologies,  
Inc. Fairway Technologies is 
a premier provider of expert 
technology consulting and 
software development services, 
helping leading firms convert 
requirements into top-quality 
results. Paul is also a  
Pluralsight author.  
Check out his videos at  
http://www.pluralsight.com/
author/paul-sheriff.
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Within the <div> above is an unordered list that’s used to 
display error messages. This whole row is only displayed 
if the Messages property is not null and the length of the 
Messages array is greater than zero. If there are mes-
sages in this Message array, they are each displayed as a 
single item in the list.

It’s finally time to create the product input fields. Just 
below the error message area, add the various input 
fields, as shown in Listing 1. Each input field is bound to 

  <div class="panel-body">
  </div>
  <div class="panel-footer">
  </div>
</div>

The HTML above creates the panel control. Use the *ngIf 
directive to only display this panel once there’s a valid 
product object. Now you just need to add a few more 
pieces of HTML within the body and the footer of the pan-
el. Within the footer, add the Save and Cancel buttons. 
You haven’t created the controller class to respond to the 
click events yet, but go ahead and add the appropriate 
method calls anyway.

<button class="btn btn-success"
        (click)="saveProduct()">
  Save
</button>
<button class="btn btn-primary"
        (click)="goBack()">
  Cancel
</button>

It’s possible that the user won’t enter the correct data. 
Therefore, you need to display error messages to the user. 
Add an area just below the <div class=”panel-body”> to 
display error messages. No validation is going to be cre-
ated in this article—you’ll learn how to do that in the 
next article.

<div class="row"
      *ngIf="messages && messages.length">
  <div class="col-xs-12">
    <div class="alert alert-warning">
      <ul>
        <li *ngFor="let msg of messages">
          {{msg}}
        </li>
      </ul>
    </div>
  </div>
</div> Figure 1: Add new products via a product detail page.

<div class="form-group">
  <label for="productName">Product Name</label>
  <input id="productName"
         type="text"
         class="form-control"
         autofocus="autofocus"
         placeholder="Enter the Product Name"
         title="Enter the Product Name"
         [(ngModel)]="product.productName" />
</div>
<div class="form-group">
  <label for="introductionDate">
    Introduction Date
  </label>
  <input id="introductionDate"
         type="text"
         class="form-control"
         placeholder="Enter the Introduction Date"
         title="Enter the Introduction Date"
         [(ngModel)]="product.introductionDate" />

</div>
<div class="form-group">
  <label for="price">Price</label>
  <input id="price"
         type="number"
         class="form-control"
         placeholder="Enter the Price"
         title="Enter the Price"
         [(ngModel)]="product.price" />
</div>
<div class="form-group">
  <label for="url">URL</label>
  <input id="url"
         type="url"
         class="form-control"
         placeholder="Enter the URL"
         title="Enter the URL"
         [(ngModel)]="product.url" />
</div>

Listing 1: Create the input fields and bind them to properties using the ngModel directive.
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Sample Code

You can download the sample 
code for this article by visiting my 
website at http://www.pdsa.com/ 
downloads. Select PDSA 
Articles, and then select “CODE 
Magazine—From Zero to CRUD 
in Angular—Part 2” from  
the drop-down list.

tive. To register this directive, open the app.module.ts 
file and add an import statement for the FormsModule 
package. This package includes the ngModel directive.

import { FormsModule } from '@angular/forms';

While you are in this file, also add an import for your new 
ProductDetailComponent class you added.

import { ProductDetailComponent }
  from "./product/product-detail.component";

Add the FormsModule to the imports property on your 
NgModule decorator. Add the ProductDetailComponent 
to the declarations property on your NgModule decora-
tor. Your NgModule decorator should now look like the 
following code.

@NgModule({
  imports: [BrowserModule,
            AppRoutingModule, 
            HttpModule, 
            FormsModule],
  declarations: [AppComponent, 
                 ProductListComponent, 
                 ProductDetailComponent],
  bootstrap: [AppComponent],
  providers: [ProductService]
})

Run the application, click on the Add New Product but-
ton, and the detail page appears. Nothing else works at 
this point, but verify that you can get to the detail page.

Handling Validation Exceptions  
on the Server
When you attempt to add or update a product, business 
rules can fail because the user didn’t fill out the fields 
correctly. For instance, the product name is a required 
field, but if the user doesn’t fill in a product name, the 
ProductName property gets passed to the server as a 
blank string. If you attempt to add this product to the 
database table, the code generated by the Entity Frame-
work will raise a DbEntityValidationException exception.

If this type of exception is thrown, take the validation 
errors and bundle them into a ModelStateDictionary ob-
ject. This dictionary object is passed back to the client 
by returning the BadRequest method with the dictionary 
object as the payload. To build the ModelStateDictionary 
object, you must iterate over the collection of valida-
tion errors contained in the DbEntityValidationException  
object. 

a product property in the controller for this page. Use the 
ngModel directive to bind each property of the product 
object to each input field.

Create Product Detail Component
Now that you have the product detail page created, you 
need a component to go along with it. Right mouse-click 
on the \src\app\product folder and select Add > Type-
Script file. Set the name to product-detail.component.
ts. Add the code shown in Listing 2. Remember from the 
HTML you created that you need a product object and an 
array of messages. Because you wish to have a valid prod-
uct object when the HTML is rendered, you implement the 
OnInit interface. In the ngOnInit method, you create a 
new instance of a Product class and fill in a couple of the 
properties with default values. You are going to add more 
code to this class later in this article.

Update Routing
Before you can navigate to the new product detail page, 
you need to inform the Angular routing service about this 
new detail component. Open the app-routing.module.ts 
file and add this new import statement at the top of this 
file:

import { ProductDetailComponent }
  from "./product/product-detail.component";

Add a new route object after the other routes you previ-
ously created. This new route object references the Pro-
ductDetailComponent. The path property is a little dif-
ferent because you want to pass a parameter named id 
to the ProductDetailComponent class. When you wish to 
add a new product, you aren’t going to do anything with 
the value you’re passing in, so just pass in a minus one. 
However, for editing, you’ll pass in a valid product ID in 
order to retrieve the product record to edit.

const routes: Routes = [
  {
    path: 'productList',
    component: ProductListComponent
  },
  {
    path: 'productDetail/:id',
    component: ProductDetailComponent
  }
];

Update AppModule
In each input field in the product detail page, you refer-
ence the ngModel directive. However, you haven’t told 
your Angular application that you need to use this direc-

import { Component, OnInit } from "@angular/core";

import { Product } from "./product";

@Component({
  templateUrl: "./product-detail.component.html"
})
export class ProductDetailComponent 
    implements OnInit {

  product: Product;
  messages: string[] = [];

  ngOnInit() {
    this.product = new Product();
    this.product.price = 1;
    this.product.url = "www.fairwaytech.com";
  }
}

Listing 2: The start of the product detail component.
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exception occurs, then a status code of 400 is returned 
by calling BadRequest and passing in the ModelStateDic-
tionary object created with the call to the ValidationEr-
rorsToMessages method. If any other exception occurs, a 
status of 500 is returned to the client.

Modify the Product Service  
to Add a Product
Now that you have a POST Web API method to which you 
can send new product data, write the code in the Prod-
uctService class to call this POST method. Open the prod-
uct.service.ts file and import two new classes; Headers 
and RequestOptions from the @angular/http library that 
you already have at the top of this file. These two new 
classes are needed to call the Web API method.

import { Http, Response, 
         Headers, RequestOptions } 
  from '@angular/http';

Add an addProduct method to this class to pass a new 
product object from the client to the POST method of the 
ProductController class. When you post data, as opposed 
to getting data, set the content type as JSON data. You 
do this by creating a new Headers object and setting the 
Content-Type property to application/json. Create a 
RequestOptions object and set the headers property to 
this new Headers object you created. Next, call the POST 
method on the HTTP service passing in the product object 
and the RequestOptions object.

addProduct(product: Product): 
    Observable<Product> {
  let headers = 
    new Headers({'Content-Type':
                 'application/json'});

Open the ProductController.cs file and add a using state-
ment at the top of the file. One note on this using state-
ment: The ModelStateDictionary used by the Web API is 
different from the one used by MVC controllers. Make 
sure you’re using the ModelStateDictionary class from 
this namespace and not the one used by MVC.

using System.Web.Http.ModelBinding;

Next, add the method shown in Listing 3 to your Pro-
ductController class. This method is called from both 
the POST and PUT methods if any validation errors occur 
when adding or updating the product data.

Add a POST Method  
in the Controller
An HTTP POST verb is used to inform the server that the data 
sent from the client is to be added to your underlying data 
store. In the POST method, you’re going to write in your 
ProductController class attempts to add the product data. 
However, either a validation exception or a database excep-
tion can be thrown. Therefore, it’s important to wrap calls 
to the Entity Framework within a C# try/catch structure. Be-
fore writing the POST method, add a using statement so you 
can use the Product class from the Entity Framework.

using ProductApp.Models;

Write the POST method, shown in Listing 4, to accept a 
Product object from your Angular client code. The POST 
method creates a new instance of the Entity Framework’s 
DbContext object, called ProductDB. The new product 
object is added to the Products collection, then the 
SaveChanges method is invoked. If the product is suc-
cessfully added to the SQL Server table, return a status 
code of 201 by calling the Created method. If a validation 

protected ModelStateDictionary
    ValidationErrorsToMessages(
      DbEntityValidationException ex) {
  ModelStateDictionary ret =
    new ModelStateDictionary();

  foreach (DbEntityValidationResult result
            in ex.EntityValidationErrors) {
    foreach (DbValidationError item 

               in result.ValidationErrors) {
      ret.AddModelError(item.PropertyName, 
                        item.ErrorMessage);
    }
  }

  return ret;
}

Listing 3: Add a method to convert validation errors into a Model State Dictionary.

[HttpPost]
public IHttpActionResult Post(Product product) {
  IHttpActionResult ret = null;
  ProductDB db = null;

  try {
    db = new ProductDB();

    // Insert the new entity
    db.Products.Add(product);
    db.SaveChanges();

    ret = Created<Product>(Request.RequestUri

      + product.ProductId.ToString(), product);
  }
  catch (DbEntityValidationException ex) {
    ret = BadRequest(
           ValidationErrorsToMessages(ex));
  }
  catch (Exception ex) {
    ret = InternalServerError(ex);
  }

  return ret;
}

Listing 4: The Post method adds a new product or returns a set of validation errors.
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Modify Product Detail Component
It’s now time to call the addProduct method in the prod-
uct service class by writing code in the ProductDetail-
Component class. Add three new import statements at 
the top of the product-detail.component.ts file.

import { ActivatedRoute, Params } 
  from '@angular/router';
import { Location } 
  from '@angular/common';
import { ProductService } 
  from "./product.service";

The ActivatedRoute and Params services are needed to 
work with the ID parameter you passed in to this compo-
nent. The parameter is not used for the add method, but 
will be used shortly for updating a product. The Location 
service is used to navigate back from the detail page to 
the list page.

Add a constructor to the ProductDetailComponent class. 
This constructor is injected with the ProductService class 
you wrote. The ActivatedRoute and the Location services 
are injected by Angular as well.

constructor(
  private productService: ProductService,
  private route: ActivatedRoute,
  private location: Location
) { }

Add a method to allow the user to go back to the previ-
ous page if they click on the cancel button. This method 
is also going to be called if a product is successfully  
added.

  let options = 
    new RequestOptions(
        {headers: headers});

  return this.http.post(this.url, 
                        product, options)
    .map(this.extractData)
    .catch(this.handleError);
}

Check for Validation Errors
One of three things can happen when you call the POST 
method: one, the data will be successfully added to the 
back-end database table; two, a set of validation errors is 
returned via a 400 error; or three, you may get a general 
exception, in which case, a 500 error is sent back. When 
you wrote the handleError method, you handled a 404 and 
a 500 error, but you didn’t account for a 400. Add a new 
case statement to handle a 400 in the handleError method.

case 400:  // Model State Error
  let valErrors = error.json().modelState;
  for (var key in valErrors)
  {
    for (var i = 0; i < 
             valErrors[key].length; i++) {
      errors.push(valErrors[key][i]);
    }
  }
  break;

In this new case statement, retrieve the modelState 
property and loop through all the key values and retrieve 
the message from the properties returned. Each of these 
messages is pushed onto the errors array, which is then 
sent back to the caller via the Observable.throw method.
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Add a New Product
Now, go ahead and add some good data for the product. 
Click the Save button and you should be redirected back 
to the list page where you’ll see the new product you just 
added within the list.

Get a Single Product
Now that the add functionality is working, you’ll add the 
ability for the user to update a product. To update a prod-
uct, you must first retrieve all of the product data from 
the server. Add an Edit button on each row of the product 
HTML table, as shown in Figure 3. When the user clicks 
on this Edit button, call the Web API on the server to 
retrieve the full product record for editing. This ensures 
that you’re getting the latest product data.

Add GET to Controller
To retrieve a single product, add a GET method to your Pro-
ductController class. This GET method is different from the 
other one in this class in that it accepts a product ID of the 
product you wish to retrieve. Open your ProductController.
cs file and add the new GET method shown in Listing 5.

Add GET to Angular Product Service
Now that you have the Web API method created, write 
a getProduct method in the ProductService component. 
Open the product.service.ts file and add the following 
method.

goBack(){
  this.location.back();
}

Add a method to your class named handleErrors. This 
method is called if the call to the addProduct in the Product 
Service fails. In this method, you loop through the string 
array of errors and add them to the messages property.

private handleErrors(errors: any) {
  this.messages = [];

  for (let msg of errors) {
    this.messages.push(msg);
  }
}

There are three methods you’re eventually going to 
need in this component: saveProduct, addProduct, and 
updateProduct. You’re going to write the updateProduct 
method soon in this article, but for now, go ahead and 
add a stub for the function.

private updateProduct(product: Product) {

}

The addProduct method is responsible for calling the ad-
dProduct method you just created in the ProductService 
class. As you can see, if this call is successful, the goBack 
method is called in order to return to the product list page 
so you can see that the new product has been added.

private addProduct(product: Product) {
  this.productService.addProduct(product)
    .subscribe(() => this.goBack(),
      errors => this.handleErrors(errors));
}

The saveProduct method is called from the HTML button 
you added earlier on the product detail page. This meth-
od checks to see if the productId property of the product 
object is null or not. If this value is not null, then the 
updateProduct method is called. If this value is null, then 
call the addProduct method.

saveProduct() {
  if (this.product) {
    if (this.product.productId) {
      this.updateProduct(this.product);
    }
    else {
      this.addProduct(this.product);
    }
  }
}

See the Validation Errors
Run the application and click on the Add New Product 
button. Immediately click on the Save button and you 
should see a set of validation errors appear on the 
screen, as shown in Figure 2. NOTE: Since I wrote the last 
article, I decided it would be better to have all fields on 
the Product table defined as NOT NULL instead of just the 
ProductName field. Please make the appropriate adjust-
ments on your Product table.

Figure 2: Validation errors show up at the top of your detail page.
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getProduct(id: number): 
    Observable<Product> {
  let url = this.url + "/" + id;
  return this.http.get(url)
    .map(response => response.json() 
         as Product)
    .catch(this.handleError);
}

This method builds a URL that looks like the following: 
api/productApi/2. The number 2 on the end is what gets 
passed to the ID parameter in the GET method in your 
ProductController.

Add a Select Button to HTML Table
As you saw in Figure 3, you need an Edit column on your 
HTML table. Open the product-list.component.html file 
and insert a new <td> element within the <thead> ele-
ment.

<td>Edit</td>

Move down to the <tbody> element and insert a new <td> 
element in the same position.

<td>
  <button 

ngOnInit() {
  this.route.params.forEach((params: Params) => {
    if (params['id'] !== undefined) {
      if (params['id'] != "-1") {
       this.productService.getProduct(
         params['id'])
         .subscribe(product => 
                    this.product = product,
           errors => this.handleErrors(errors));

      }
      else {
        this.product = new Product();
        this.product.price = 1;
        this.product.url = "www.fairwaytech.com";
      }
    }
  });
}

Listing 6: Modify the ngOnInit method to retrieve a specific product from the server.

[HttpPut()]
public IHttpActionResult Put(int id,
                             Product product) {
  IHttpActionResult ret = null;
  ProductDB db = null;

  try {
    db = new ProductDB();

    // Update the entity
    db.Entry(product).State = 
           EntityState.Modified;
    db.SaveChanges();

    ret = Ok(product);
  }
  catch (DbEntityValidationException ex) {
    ret = BadRequest(
             ValidationErrorsToMessages(ex));
  }
  catch (Exception ex) {
    ret = InternalServerError(ex);
  }

  return ret;
}

Listing 7: The Put method allows you to update a product.

Figure 3: Edit and Delete buttons are added to each row of product data

[HttpGet]
public IHttpActionResult Get(int id) {
  IHttpActionResult ret;
  ProductDB db = new ProductDB();
  Product product = new Product();

  product = db.Products.Find(id);
  if (product != null) {

    ret = Ok(product);
  }
  else {
    ret = NotFound();
  }

  return ret;
}

Listing 5: Use the Find method to locate a specific product based on the primary key passed into the Get method.
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add an updateProduct method in the ProductService 
class. Third, modify the updateProduct method in the 
ProductDetailComponent to call the product service.

Add a PUT Method in Controller
Open the ProductController.cs file and add the code 
shown in Listing 7. This method is very similar to the 
POST method in that it uses the Entity Framework to 
modify the Product table. If the product data is able to 
be updated successfully, a status code of 200 is returned 
by calling the OK method. If an exception occurs, then 
either a 400 or a 500 status code is returned based on 
what type of exception is thrown when attempting to up-
date the table.

Add an Update Method to Product Service
Add a method named updateProduct to your Angular 
product service class. This method is similar to the ad-
dProduct method in that you must set the headers to 
pass to the PUT method. The URL passed to the http.put 
method is different from the POST method, as you add 
the productId value to the URL. 

updateProduct(product: Product):
    Observable<Product> {
  let headers = 
    new Headers({'Content-Type': 
                 'application/json'});
  let options = 
    new RequestOptions(
        {headers: headers});

  return this.http.put(this.url + "/" +
                       product.productId,
                       product, options)
    .map(this.extractData)
    .catch(this.handleError);
}

Modify the Update Method in the Product Detail  
Component
Open the product-detail.component.ts file and modify 
the updateProduct method to call the updateProduct 
method in the product service. As you did in the addProd-
uct method, if the call is successful, call the goBack() 
method to return to the HTML product list to show that 
the updates have taken place.

updateProduct(product: Product) {
  this.productService.updateProduct(product)

   class="btn btn-default btn-sm"
   (click)="selectProduct(product.productId)">
    <i class="glyphicon glyphicon-edit">
    </i>
  </button>
</td>

Modify the Product List Component
The click event on this button calls a method named se-
lectProduct. Code in the product ID to the call of this 
method to pass the ID’s value to the detail page so it 
can load the product data associated with that ID. Add 
the selectProduct function to the ProductListComponent 
class by writing the code below. This function calls the 
navigate function and passes the ID to the product detail 
page.

selectProduct(id: number) {
  this.router.navigate(
     ['/productDetail', id]);
}

Retrieve a Passed Parameter
Modify the ngOnInit method in the ProductDetailCom-
ponent to handle an ID parameter being passed to this 
controller. When you created the add functionality ear-
lier, you didn’t do anything with the parameter that was 
passed. Now, because you’re passing an ID to be edited, 
use that ID to call the getProduct method in the product 
service to retrieve the product. Open the product-detail.
component.ts file and modify the ngOnInit function to 
look like Listing 6.

The ngOnInit method loops through the route.params 
array and retrieves a Params object. Check to see if the 
id parameter is defined on that Params object. If the id 
value exists, check that value to see if it’s equal to a -1. 
If so, then you’re adding a product. If the value is any-
thing else, then it’s a valid product ID. Call the getProd-
uct method on the product service to retrieve a single 
product object. Run the application and click on the Edit 
button. If you did everything correctly, you should see 
product data in all the input fields.

Update a Product
Now that you have the current product data displayed in 
the input fields, the user may update them. To update a 
product, you must write a few more pieces of code. First, 
create a PUT method in the Web API controller. Second, 

[HttpDelete()]
public IHttpActionResult Delete(int id) {
  IHttpActionResult ret = null;
  ProductDB db = null;

  try {
    db = new ProductDB();

    // Get the product
    Product product = db.Products.Find(id);

    // Delete the product

    db.Products.Remove(product);
    db.SaveChanges();

    ret = Ok(product);
  }
  catch (Exception ex) {
    ret = InternalServerError(ex);
  }

  return ret;
}

Listing 8: The Delete method first locates the product to delete, then removes it from the database.
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deleteProduct(id: number) {
  if (confirm("Delete this product?")) {
    this.productService.deleteProduct(id)
      .subscribe(() => this.getProducts(),
      errors => this.handleErrors(errors));
  }
}

This method first confirms with the user that they really 
wish to delete this product. If they respond affirmatively, 
the deleteProduct method on the Angular product service 
is called. If the deletion is successful, the getProducts 
method is called to refresh the collection of products 
from the server and redisplay the list of products.

Summary
In this article, you added a detail page to add new, or 
modify existing, product data. A new route was added to 
navigate to this detail page. A new component was creat-
ed to handle the processing of new and existing product 
data. You also created POST, PUT, and DELETE methods in 
your Web API controller. The appropriate code to handle 
all this modification of product data was added to the 
Angular product service and component classes. You also 
saw how to handle validation errors returned from the 
server. In the next article, you’ll learn to validate product 
data on the client-side using Angular.

    .subscribe(() => this.goBack(),
      errors => this.handleErrors(errors));
}

Delete a Product
The last piece of functionality to add to your product 
page is the ability to delete a product. To add this func-
tionality, you need to perform a few steps. First, add a 
DELETE method to the Web API controller. Second, add 
a deleteProduct method to the Angular product service. 
Third, add a Delete button to each row of the product 
HTML table. Lastly, add a deleteProduct method in the 
product list component to call the deleteProduct method 
in the product service class.

Add a DELETE Method to the Web API Controller
Add a DELETE method to your ProductController to which 
you pass in the product ID to delete. Open the Product-
Controller.cs file and add the DELETE method shown in 
Listing 8.

Add a DELETE Method to the Product Service
Add a method to your Angular product service to call the 
DELETE method in the Web API. Open the product.service.
ts file and add the deleteProduct method shown below. 
The http.delete method expects you to pass a URL with a 
single ID parameter that’s the primary key of the record 
you wish to delete.

deleteProduct(id: number): 
    Observable<Product> {
  return this.http.delete(
    this.url + "/" + id)
    .map(() => null)
    .catch(this.handleError);
}

Add a Delete Button to the HTML Table
As you saw in Figure 3, you need to add a Delete col-
umn to your HTML table. Open the product-list.com-
ponent.html file and insert a new <td> element within 
the <thead> element. Make this the last element in the 
<thead> element.

<td>Delete</td>

Add a <td> as the very last element in the <tbody> tag as 
well. Add a button with a click event that calls a method 
in your ProductListComponent class. Pass the current 
product ID in the table to this method.

<td>
  <button
   class="btn btn-default btn-sm"
   (click)="deleteProduct(product.productId)">
    <i class="glyphicon glyphicon-trash">
    </i>
  </button>
</td>

Add a DELETE Method in the List Component
Now that you have a button to call a deleteProduct meth-
od, go ahead and add that method. Open the product-
list.component.ts file and add the code shown below.

SPONSORED SIDEBAR:
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Office365 Connectors and 
WebHooks: Part 2
In my previous article (CODE Magazine, May/June 2017), I talked about how Microsoft is embracing open standards and 
technologies when it comes to Office development. This is a very welcome change. It means that our skills are portable and 
that developers new to Office development have an easier ramp to climb. I talked of one such open technology, connectors,

in my previous article. Connectors allow you to push in-
formation into Office 365. WebHooks, the focus of this 
article, are the reverse. They allow Office 365 to push 
information to you.

What Are WebHooks?
WebHooks are user-defined HTTP callbacks. The problem 
they intend to solve is “pushing” information to your cus-
tom applications. Push is an unusually complex problem 
to solve. We are used to server-based applications, such 
as Office 365 resources, to expose a REST API that you 
“pull” information from. In the pull situation, your appli-
cation makes an HTTP call to find out if there is anything 
new. Pull works but has some distinct disadvantages. It’s 
not responsive enough for real-time operations, such as 
chat. And more importantly, it puts a very high load on 
both your application and the server.

Push, on the other hand, would be nice, except Office 
365 (or any other server-based resource) doesn’t know 
where or who to push to. WebHook is an architectural 
pattern that aims to solve this issue.

Think of it this way: Rather than you circling your mailbox 
every 15 minutes, now your mailbox lets you know when 
a new mail has been dropped. That is quite an improve-
ment.

How Do WebHooks Work?
WebHooks push information to you. Specifically, Web-
Hooks push to a REST endpoint that accepts a POST re-
quest. First you must specify your interest in receiving 
such information.

A WebHook starts with subscribing to an endpoint, where 
you express interest in learning about a specific notifi-
cation and that you’d like to be informed at a specified 
endpoint that the server-based resource can push to. For 
instance, before Office 365 can send you a push, it needs 
to know where to send the push. If you want SharePoint 
to inform you that a list has changed, that means an 

HTTP POST from Office 365 will go to an endpoint that 
you expose.

Before this subscription is considered valid, the server-
based resource verifies that there is indeed an endpoint 
listening. And if an endpoint is there, the subscription is 
created. In the future when the event occurs, this end-
point is called.

Of course, there are many other nuances to be consid-
ered. How long should such a notification subscription 
last? If the listener isn’t around to receive a push request, 
should there be any retry logic? How quickly should the 
endpoint respond? Should secure information be sent in 
a push? How do you ensure that the server you created a 
subscription to is the one pushing the information?

Every platform implements things differently. In Office 
365, the behavior is as follows:

• The subscription lasts for a maximum of six months. 
• There’s a retry logic that retires every five minutes. 
• The endpoint is expected to respond with five sec-

onds. This time is intentionally short to reduce load 
on Office 365 server resources and prevent DDoS 
scenarios.

• No secure information is sent. The WebHook noti-
fies you that “something has changed.” You’re ex-
pected to call back and get the nature of changes. 
This is a good implementation because you want 
the WebHook to be responsive, and you can only 
make it responsive if the request size is predictable. 
Also, not sending sensitive information on a push 
notification is more secure.

• The recipient of a push can be certain that the push 
came from the server subscribed to by providing a 
validation code during the subscription. This vali-
dation code is your shared secret between Office 
365 and the service.

WebHooks Versus Remote  
Event Receivers
For those of you who’ve been developing in Office 365 for 
some time, you might be asking yourself: We already had 
a push-based mechanism called remote event receivers. 
How are WebHooks different? Well, there are some key 
differences.

• WebHooks have an inbuilt retry mechanism. This 
means that if your endpoint was down when a 
change happened, the WebHook tries to deliver the 
message again. Remote event receivers, on the oth-
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"notificationUrl":"https://yourservice"
"resource":guid
}

At this time, your WebHook subscription is created. 

Checking and Deleting  
Subscriptions
You can check for existing WebHook subscriptions using 
simple REST API calls also.

To check for subscriptions on any list, issue a GET request 
to the /_api/web/lists(‘list-guid’)/subscriptions URL. It 
responds back with an array that represents the exist-
ing subscriptions on that list. Note that, as usual, such a 
request must be accompanied by an access token in the 
header. 

An example of this array can be seen in Figure 1.

In order to delete the subscription, issue a delete request 
to the following URL:

/_api/web/lists
   ('list-guid')/
   subscriptions('subscription-guid')

Show Me Some Code
Before you dive into code, you need three things:

• An Office 365 subscription where you have tenant 
admin access

• Postman (https://www.getpostman.com) must be 
installed. You’ll use postman to craft REST requests.

• Install ngrok (https://ngrok.com). In production 

er hand, ran the real risk of losing your messages. 
They weren’t reliable.

• WebHooks don’t call your endpoint immediately. 
Changes are batched, and the payload is small and 
predictable in size. There’s less risk of your end-
point getting an HTTP overflow or simply being too 
busy to respond to a lot of changes. It allows you to 
offload heavy lifting to a queue, etc.

• WebHooks are more secure because no secure data 
is sent on the POST request. The actual request to 
get data is protected via standard SharePoint se-
curity.

• WebHooks cannot be synchronous/real-time. They 
don’t allow cancel operations either.

• WebHooks is an open standard. Remote event re-
ceivers were extremely specific to SharePoint. In 
fact, WebHooks are already available on non-Share-
Point resources in Office 365. You can check out 
WebHooks in SharePoint, OneDrive, and Outlook.

In short, WebHooks are the future of eventing on the Of-
fice dev platform.

The Subscription Sequence
Subscribing to push notifications, or WebHooks, can be 
achieved using the sequence covered in this next section.

First, send a POST request to the specific list you intend 
to receive push notifications from. The POST request must 
be sent to a URL such as /_api/web/lists(‘list-id’)/sub-
scriptions, and the payload looks like this:

{
"resource":
 "https://xx.sharepoint.com/_api/web/lists('id')",
"notificationUrl":"https://yourservice"
"expirationDateTime":"max-6months-from-today"
}

The notificationUrl above is your way of saying: “If some-
thing happens to this list, please notify me at this URL.” 
Also note that you can’t specify an expiration date and 
time greater than six months. You could, of course, write 
logic that checks your subscriptions and automatically 
renews them as necessary.

Second, SharePoint Online responds back with an HTTP 
POST back to your notificationUrl. This reply looks like 
this:

https://yourserviceurl/?
   validationToken={randomString}

Third, note that there’s a validation token in this reply. 
This validation token is a GUID, and you’re expected to 
reply to the request with the validation token within five 
seconds. 

Fourth, once SharePoint online receives this validation 
token, it responds with an HTTP 201 created message that 
looks like this:

{
"id":guid,
"expirationDateTime": ".."

Figure 1: WebHook subscriptions

Figure 2: Permissions required for the Postman app
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Setting Up Postman in AzureAD
Let’s start with the Postman portion. The Postman app 
needs to act as an AzureAD App. Go ahead and register it 
in AzureAD with the following details:

• Register as a WebApp.
• Set the redirect URI to https://www.getpostman.

com/oauth2/callback.
• Grant permissions, as shown in Figure 2.
• Generate an App Key/Secret for one or two years, 

and keep it in Notepad for use afterward.

Authoring the WebHook Listener
Next, let’s focus on the WebHook that listens to POST re-
quests from a created subscription in Office 365. This is a 
matter of creating a simple ASPNET WebAPI and exposing 
it to the Internet using ngrok.

Create a new ASPNET 4.x WebAPI project with the options 
shown in Figure 3.

I called my project PWebHooksReceiver. In this project, 
add the Microsoft.Aspnet.WebApi.Tracing nuget package, 
and add two models representing SPWebHookNotifica-
tion: the notification and the SPWebHookContent, which 
is the actual content of the notification. These can be 
seen in Listing 1 and Listing 2.

In your web.config, make two changes, as shown in Fig-
ure 4.

The reason you’re making these changes is twofold:

• The WebHookclientstate is a secret that you share 
between Office365 and the API. This way, when you 
receive a POST request, you know where it came 
from.

• The trace-enabled true entry is for the diagnostic 
logs you’ll push when you receive any notification 
from Office 365.

To support tracing, in your App_start\WebAPIConfig.cs 
calss, in the Register method, add the following line of 
code: 

config.EnableSystemDiagnosticsTracing();

Next, you’re going to add a controller that handles of the 
logic and requests. Add a controller called SPWebHook-
Controller.cs. This is a WebAPI controller. In this control-
ler, add a method decorated with the HttpPost attribute 
and call it HandleRequest. I’ve shown this method in 
Listing 3 with a lot of details omitted for now.

As you can see, the code so far simply receives the re-
quest, reads the WebHookClientState that you’ll use for 
validation subsequently, and initializes the trace writer.

All subsequent code will now go in the area marked // 
details removed portion of Listing 3.

First, make sure that this is a request you trust.  This can 
be seen in the next code snippet. 

string clientStateHeaderValue = 
 clientStateHeader.FirstOrDefault() ?? string.Empty;

scenarios, your WebHook endpoint should be call-
able by Office 365, that is, exposed to the Internet. 
This may not be very convenient for dev scenarios. 
Ngrok allows you to expose a REST URL on your dev 
computer to the Internet, temporarily using some 
duplex TCP channel magic.

There are two parts to the code example. One is Postman 
from where you’ll make all the POST requests. The second 
is a listener WebAPI that acts as the notification URL.

Figure 3: Creating the WebAPI project

Figure 4: The web.config changes

public class SPWebHookNotification
{
    public string SubscriptionId { get; set; }
    public string ClientState { get; set; }
    public string ExpirationDateTime { get; set; }
    public string Resource { get; set; }
    public string TenantId { get; set; }
    public string SiteUrl { get; set; }
    public string WebId { get; set; }
}

Listing 1: The SPWebHookNotification model

public class SPWebHookContent
{
    public List<SPWebHookNotification> Value { get; set; }
}

Listing 2: The SPWebHookContent model
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if (!string.IsNullOrEmpty(clientStateHeaderValue) && 
 clientStateHeaderValue.Equals(WebHookClientState))
{
  // process message
}
else httpResponse = new 
   HttpResponseMessage(HttpStatusCode.Forbidden);

In short, what you’re doing here is looking at the client-
StateHeaderValue variable, and if it doesn’t match what 
you expect, you flag it as a forbidden request. This is the 
secret you’ll send to Office 365 when you create a sub-
scription.

Now that you have a valid message, let’s process it. There 
can be two kinds of messages. There are those that are 
subscription messages, i.e., Office 365 telling you that 
the subscription was created. And there are those mes-
sages that are notification messages, telling you that 
something changed!

You can get the POST request body using the following 
code snippet:

var requestContent = 
  Request.Content.ReadAsStringAsync().Result;

You can easily turn this into an object via JSON deserial-
ization using the following lines of code:

var objNotification = 
JsonConvert.DeserializeObject<SPWebHookContent>
(requestContent);
notification = objNotification.Value[0];

All that’s left now is to write out trace messages inform-
ing you, during debugging, so you know what kind of 
message was received and when. These trace messages, 
plus some more diagnostic checks and the full listing for 
the HandleRequest method, can be seen in Listing 4.

Go ahead and start the project. Once the project’s run-
ning, run the following on-command prompt to expose 
the local HTTP port 2233 (your port may be different) 
on the Internet using the command in the next snippet:

ngrok http2233 –host-header=localhost:2233

This should produce an output like that shown in Figure 5.

Ensure that ngrok and your project are running for the 
rest of the project in this article.

Figure 5: The ngrok running

[HttpPost]
public HttpResponseMessage HandleRequest()
{
    HttpResponseMessage httpResponse = 
        new HttpResponseMessage(HttpStatusCode.BadRequest);
    var traceWriter = Configuration.Services.GetTraceWriter();
    string validationToken = string.Empty;
    IEnumerable<string> clientStateHeader = new List<string>();
    string WebHookClientState = ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["WebHookcli

entstate"].ToString();

    if (Request.Headers.TryGetValues("ClientState", out clientStateHeader))
    {
// details removed
    }

    return httpResponse;
}

Listing 3: The SPWebHookController HandleRequest method (incomplete)

Figure 6: Request an access token.
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• Token Name: sp_WebHooks_token
• AuthURL: (remember to replace the tenant name 

with your tenant name)
• https://login.microsoftonline.com/common/

oauth2/authorize?resource=https%3A%2F%2F[ten
ant].sharepoint.com

• Client ID and Client Secret: This is per your Azure 
AD app registration

• Access Token URL: https://login.microsoftonline.com/ 
common/oauth2/token 

Next, let’s get the ListID. This is quite simple. Create a list 
in a site collection that you’d like to set up subscriptions 
on, and visit the https://[tenant].sharepoint.com/_
api/web/lists/getbytitle(‘Documents’)?$select=Title,Id  

Using Postman to Create a Subscription
Earlier, you set up Postman as an application in Azure AD. 
It’s now time to start using that application. You’ll get an 
access token, get the List ID, and then start making POST 
requests to Office 365 endpoints to create the subscription.

First let’s get the access token. Start Postman and under 
the Authorization tab, click on the Get New Access Token 
button, and fill in the details as shown in Figure 6.

The specific details are unique to your app and tenant, 
but here’s what you need to provide:

• CallBackURL: https://www.getpostman.com/
oauth2/callback

Figure 7: Getting the List ID

Figure 8: The subscription request headers

Figure 9: The subscription body request
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[HttpPost]
public HttpResponseMessage HandleRequest()
{
    HttpResponseMessage httpResponse =
        new HttpResponseMessage(HttpStatusCode.BadRequest);
    var traceWriter = Configuration.Services.GetTraceWriter();
    string validationToken = string.Empty;
    IEnumerable<string> clientStateHeader = new List<string>();
    string WebHookClientState =
        ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["WebHookclientstate"].ToString();
    if (Request.Headers.TryGetValues("ClientState", 
      out clientStateHeader))
    {
        string clientStateHeaderValue =
            clientStateHeader.FirstOrDefault() ?? string.Empty;

        if (!string.IsNullOrEmpty(clientStateHeaderValue) && 
           clientStateHeaderValue.Equals(WebHookClientState))
        {
            traceWriter.Trace(Request, "SPWebHooks",
                TraceLevel.Info,
                string.Format("Received client state: {0}",

                clientStateHeaderValue));

            var queryStringParams =     
       HttpUtility.ParseQueryString(Request.RequestUri.Query);

            if (
     queryStringParams.AllKeys.Contains("validationtoken"))
            {
                httpResponse = 
    new HttpResponseMessage(HttpStatusCode.OK);
                validationToken =                 
    queryStringParams.GetValues("validationtoken")[0].ToString();
                httpResponse.Content = 
    new StringContent(validationToken);
                traceWriter.Trace(Request, "SPWebHooks",
                    TraceLevel.Info,
                    string.Format(
                        "Received validation token: {0}", 
        validationToken));
                return httpResponse;
            }
            else
            {
                var requestContent =
                Request.Content.ReadAsStringAsync().Result;

                if (!string.IsNullOrEmpty(requestContent))
                {
                    SPWebHookNotification notification = null;

                    try
                    {
                        var objNotification =            

                  JsonConvert.DeserializeObject<SPWebHookContent>(
                            requestContent);
                        notification = objNotification.Value[0];
                    }
                    catch (JsonException ex)
                    {
                        traceWriter.Trace(Request, "SPWebHooks",
                            TraceLevel.Error,
                            string.Format(
                                "JSON deserialization error: {0}", 
                                ex.InnerException));
                        return httpResponse;
                    }

                    if (notification != null)
                    {
                        Task.Factory.StartNew(() =>
                        {
traceWriter.Trace(
Request, "SPWebHook Notification",
TraceLevel.Info, string.Format(
"Resource: {0}", notification.Resource));
traceWriter.Trace(Request, "SPWebHook Notification",
TraceLevel.Info, string.Format(
"SubscriptionId: {0}", 
notification.SubscriptionId));
traceWriter.Trace(Request, "SPWebHook Notification",
TraceLevel.Info, string.Format(
"TenantId: {0}", notification.TenantId));
traceWriter.Trace(Request, "SPWebHook Notification",
TraceLevel.Info, string.Format(
"SiteUrl: {0}", notification.SiteUrl));
traceWriter.Trace(Request, "SPWebHook Notification",
TraceLevel.Info, string.Format(
"WebId: {0}", notification.WebId));
traceWriter.Trace(Request, "SPWebHook Notification",
TraceLevel.Info, string.Format(
"ExpirationDateTime: {0}", 
notification.ExpirationDateTime));
});

                        httpResponse = 
                        new HttpResponseMessage(HttpStatusCode.OK);
                    }
                }
            }
        }
        else
        {
            httpResponse = new 
               HttpResponseMessage(HttpStatusCode.Forbidden);
        }
    }
    return httpResponse;
}

Listing 4: The SPWebHookController HandleRequest method (complete)

that when you make the request, your WebAPI and ngrok 
are running.

Your Postman headers should look similar to Figure 8.

Also, the body of the WebHook subscription should look 
like Figure 9. I’ve shown Figure 9 with the web.config 
because I want to illustrate that the clientState sent in 
the subscription request is the same as the WebHook-
clientState app setting you created in the web.config  

URL in the browser. This writes out a bunch of XML 
from which you can grab the LIST ID, as shown in  
Figure 7.

You’re all set to make a WebHook subscription. Start Post-
man, and issue a POST request to https://[tenant].share-
point.com/_api/web/lists(‘list-guid’)/subscriptions. 

Ensure that in Postman, you include the access token you 
got earlier while making the request, and also ensure 
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Summary

WebHooks and Connectors are incredible. I always like 
to think of Office 365 applications as the difference be-
tween developing in Office 365, and developing with Of-
fice 365. WebHooks and Connectors are the system-level 
glue that allow my applications, whether they’re inside 
Office 365 or work with Office 365, to act and behave 
as if they were written by Microsoft. It all feels like one 
unified product.

Best of all, it’s all based on well-documented open stan-
dards. You too can call your skills portable, and your 
friends can play with Office 365 also. I’ll talk of some 
more exciting developments in the Office 365 dev land-
scape in subsequent articles.

Until then, happy coding!

earlier. Also notice that the notificationURL is your ngrok 
Internet-exposed URL.

Go ahead and make this request. It should produce a re-
sponse, as shown in Figure 10.

Note the big red arrow in Figure 10. That’s your subscrip-
tion ID. You’re supposed to store that if you intend to 
delete or modify the subscription later. 

Using the WebHook
At this point, your WebHook is set up. Your WebAPI and 
ngrok should still be running.

Now go ahead and setup a breakpoint in the HandleRe-
quest method of your WebAPI as shown in Figure 11.

With the breakpoint set and the subscription created, go 
ahead and upload a document in the same document li-
brary you created the subscription in. It goes without say-
ing that ngrok and your Web project must still be running.

Wait about five minutes and then verify that the break-
point is hit, as shown in Figure 12. 

This proves that SharePoint has successfully called the 
notification end point and that the WebHook is working 
successfully. 

There are some interesting things you can play with now:

• Try taking more than five seconds to respond to 
this request. You can simulate this by letting the 
breakpoint sit for five seconds before continuing to 
debug. Verify that the same WebHook is called in a 
few minutes.

• Go ahead and delete the WebHook using the DELETE 
request, as described earlier in this article. Verify 
that you no longer get notifications.

Figure 10: The subscription response

Figure 11: The breakpoint in the HandleRequest method

Figure 12: The WebHook call

SPONSORED SIDEBAR:

Does Your Cloud App 
Have You Feeling Under 
the Weather?
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from cloud applications to 
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having problems with your 
Cloud Application and need 
guidance, the developers  
at CODE Consulting can help 
you with your project.  
For more information 
visit www.codemag.com/
consulting or email us at  
info@codemag.com to set  
up your time with a developer 
today. 

 Sahil Malik
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Legal Notes:  
Five Tips for Vendor Management
One of the tasks facing firms and CIOs/CTOs, IT directors, and managers is vendor selection and management. For many, this 
is new and unfamiliar territory. Assuming you must use external services, how do you pick a qualified vendor for your project? 
How do you draft a solid statement of work (SOW)? How do you properly manage a vendor and hold them accountable?

In this article, I provide a few tips I’ve used that you may 
find useful for your environment. In summary, the five 
tips I offer are:

1. Have a clearly articulated project scope. 
2. Decide if your project will be internally or externally 

managed. 
3. Create a request for quote (RFQ). 
4. Create a clear and workable statement of work 

(SOW). 
5. Be mindful of the pitfalls of multi-vendor scenarios. 

DISCLAIMER: This and all Legal Notes columns should 
not be construed as specific legal advice. Although I’m a 
lawyer, I’m not your lawyer. The column presented here is 
for informational purposes only. Whenever you’re seek-
ing legal advice, your best course of action is to always 
seek advice from an experienced attorney licensed in 
your jurisdiction. 

Tip 1: Have a Clearly Articulated  
Project Scope
Although you may have a definite opinion of what you 
want your project to accomplish, does anybody else? 
Are your project’s goals and objectives documented? In 
short, do you have a plan? If you embrace agile prin-
ciples, having a plan may seem antithetical. In review-
ing the Agile Manifesto, specifically item #4 that reads 
“Responding to change over following a plan,” I find that 
agile doesn’t forestall having a plan. Rather, change and 
responding to change has to be part of your plan. 

The components of a good plan consist of two broad cat-
egories:

• A budget
• The why, what, when, how, and who of your project

Have a Budget
For any software project to be cost-justifiable, there 
needs to be a positive value proposition between what 
the project costs and what it earns. It’s absolutely criti-
cal that these two numbers exist. The trick, of course, is 
that only one number is 100% under your control: the 
costs. You can absolutely control what you spend on a 
project. That’s not to say that there isn’t some allowance 
for variance. 

What remains an estimate is what a project will be di-
rectly or indirectly responsible for earning. It’s critical 
that the earnings budget be objective and reasonable. 
The same goes for the cost budget. Once you have these 

two numbers, only then can you derive a return on in-
vestment (ROI). 

These numbers are not static and shouldn’t be visited 
only once, at the beginning of your project. Every deci-
sion you make with respect to whether a feature should 
be added will have an impact on these numbers. The pri-
mary question is whether the contemplated feature is a 
positive value proposition. 

Not to diminish the qualitative value that may be derived, 
business is about the bottom line. Without a positive bot-
tom line, all of the good things you hope to accomplish 
won’t be feasible. Project budgets and the review thereof 
should be a continual discipline for your project. To de-
rive your budget, you will want to tackle the questions 
of why, what, when, how and who, your project will be 
delivered. 

Your Project’s Why, What, When, How, and Who
Until you answer these questions, you can never hope 
to answer the question of whether you have a chance 
at accomplishing your project’s goals. If you can’t ad-
equately address and answer any of these questions, you 
should immediately stop your efforts. There’s no reason 
to continue if you don’t know why you’re undertaking 
your project, what features have to be delivered, when 
you need the features, how and by whom will delivery be 
made; without these answers, there’s no rational busi-
ness reason to undertake the project. Once you answer 
these questions, only then can you address how much 
your project is going to cost to deliver and thus deter-
mine whether a positive ROI is feasible. Again, if the an-
swer is negative, there’s no reason to continue with the 
project as specified.  

The first question of why is the most basic question you 
need to confront for any endeavor that your organization 
undertakes. The next three questions, what, when, and 
how are the predicates you need to address before you 
can address whether you will use in-house resources or 
hire an external vendor. Too often, organizations rush 
to vendor selection before these and other questions are 
confronted. 

It’s important to note that this isn’t a re-hash of the five 
Ws and one H questions that journalists use for gathering 
information. There are two important distinctions. First, 
I don’t regard the question of Where to be all that impor-
tant in this situation. In a stretch, I suppose I could have 
asked where in the business will the application be de-
ployed. As I see it, that question is essentially answered 
when you ask what it is you are trying to build. Second, 
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model (OpEx), you may choose a cloud-based approach. 
On the other hand, you may prefer a capitalized cost ap-
proach (CapEx) or have some other constraint that makes 
the cloud not feasible.

Who? (And the Ultimate Cost)
At this point, you know what you need, when you need it, 
why you need it, and how the solution will be built and 
delivered. The question is: Who’s going to deliver your 
project. Are you going to use in-house talent or will you 
contract with an external vendor? Do you have the nec-
essary talent in-house? The required talent level may be 
fluid, depending on when you need your solution. The 
shorter the time frame, the better your talent level needs 
to be. 

If your internal staff doesn’t have the right skill set or 
the bandwidth, you may need to use a third-party vendor 
to deliver your project. If you find yourself needing to 
hire a vendor, it’s absolutely critical that you have re-
quirements clearly defined. In the event that you have 
poorly defined requirements, you run the risk of choosing 
an unqualified vendor. You also run the risk of significant 
cost overruns. 

Cost overruns and unqualified vendors are not the prob-
lem. Rather, they are symptoms of a bigger underlying 
issue with your project. In such a case, it’s helpful to 
consult the three primary constraints of scope, time, 
and cost. Together, these three constraints define qual-
ity and the value derived therefrom, as illustrated in  
Figure 1.

Every project is subject to constraints:

• Cost: Every project has a finite budget.
• Scope: Only projects with clearly defined require-

ments can be well managed.
• Time: Delivery is the most important feature—

dates matter.

the five Ws and one H looks back at history. What hap-
pened, why did it happen, how did it happen, etc. Here, I 
take a forward-looking approach, which is what you need 
before you embark on a software project—or any kind of 
project for that matter.

Why?
Presumably, you’re entertaining a project to address 
some business need. It seems like a basic, common-sense 
question to ask. And yet, all too often, many businesses 
embark on a project without asking why they’re embark-
ing on such a project in the first place. Implied in this 
question are important elements like business require-
ments, which, in the Agile world, form the basis of user 
stories (product backlog items in scrum). 

What?
After you’ve answered why, you can begin to chart out 
what the delivered solution will look like. This isn’t 
about the technology stack. It’s much too early to think 
about that question. Rather, this is about your feature 
set that’s codified by your user stories to support your 
business requirements. A good feature is something that 
does one thing very well. That’s also a hallmark of a good 
user story; it’s something that describes one thing well, 
including acceptance criteria and a definition of comple-
tion. With your solution is decomposed to smaller feature 
subsets, you can then prioritize their importance and 
relative effort to deliver each feature.   

When?
When will you need these features in order to deliver 
value? Ideally, you don’t need every feature 100% com-
plete on Day One in order to deliver the required value. If 
you’re set up for that, time is your enemy, but not for the 
reasons you think. You might think the issue is that the 
problem is too complicated to get done in your required 
time frame. That’s not the issue. The real issue is that you 
got started too late. 

It’s almost never the case that you need everything right 
away. Instead, and what’s more likely, you need some 
features sooner than other features so that delivery can 
be incremental. Your task is to prioritize those feature 
deliveries accordingly. 

How?
In answering how the features will be delivered, you 
begin to confront the technical stack, cloud versus on-
premise, in-house custom solution or a third-party so-
lution. If you need something quickly and perhaps you 
don’t want to invest in support, you may opt for a third-
party solution. For some problem domains, like Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM) or Enterprise Resource 
Planning (ERP) solutions, there’s almost no reason why 
you would ever opt for a custom in-house solution. 
Sometimes, how you wish to incur costs drives part of 
this decision. For example, if you want a pay-as-you-go 

A good feature  
is something that does  
one thing very well.

Cost overruns and  
unqualified vendors are  
not the problem.

Figure 1: The three primary constraints that affect 
quality and value.
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ing able to manage a project is a different skill altogether. 
You may want to consider bifurcating your requirements 
between operations and management and development. It 
may be that you’ll use multiple vendors for management 
and development respectively. Above all, have clarity on 
who’ll manage and take stock of the fact that management 
and development are very different things. 

Tip 3: Create a Request  
for Quote (RFQ)
An RFQ is the standard yardstick by which you can com-
pare your candidate vendors. Without a standard yard-
stick, you run the risk of employing different criteria for 
different vendors. The consequence of that is picking an 
unqualified vendor. Just like not having a plan, if you 
don’t have an RFQ, you’re flying blind. 

The RFQ creation process should be a by-product of the 
work to create the project scope. An RFQ also allows you 
to get a head start on your master services agreement 
(MSA) and statement of work (SOW). If you’re not sure 
how to create one, there are many examples online. Just 
inject the details germane to your project. 

The following items are contained in a robust RFQ:

• Patterns and practices
• Testing methodology
• Competency and past experiences with the relevant 

problem domain and industry
• References
• Risks the candidate vendor sees that you don’t see
• Payment terms
• Project management experience (in the case of 

project-based scenarios)

Don’t Let Hourly Rates and Quoted Costs  
Be Your Primary Selection Driver
The old saying goes: You get what you pay for. Of course, 
there’s never a bottomless well of money. Nevertheless, 
if you only look at cost, why bother looking at compe-
tency? Take a few moments to review the quality triangle 
in Figure 1. You may find a vendor with a higher hourly 
rate that might be offset by better competency. That al-
lows you to possibly get your project delivered faster. For 
the right vendor, in order to fit within your budget con-
straints, you may be able to pare back your initial scope. 
Finally, there’s always room to negotiate, within reason. 
If you low-ball your vendor significantly and they ac-
cept it, that should be pause for caution. The vendor you 
want, assuming they meet all your main criteria, is the 
one that is just as willing to walk away from the table. 
For any project to succeed, every party must derive value 
from the relationship. As soon as one party feels disad-
vantaged or aggrieved, that’s when bad things begin to 
happen. Giving your candidate vendors room to respond 
with their position and terms in an RFQ is a great way 
avoid those traps. 

Tip 4: Create a Clear and  
Workable SOW
Your statement of work (SOW), along with the master 
services agreement (MSA) is the primary legal document 

Cost, scope, and time can also be expressed as the choic-
es of good, cheap, and fast. It goes like this:

• If you want it cheap and good, delivery will not be 
fast.

• If you want it good and fast, delivery will not be 
cheap.

• If you want it fast and cheap, delivery will not be 
good.

Accordingly, if you are faced with a situation that re-
quires your project or a feature to be good, cheap, and 
fast, you first need to look at the scope and decide if it 
is possible. If not, you need to endeavor to reduce the 
scope until it is possible. If that can’t happen, then ei-
ther the time (fast) or cost (cheap) constraint must give 
way. In no case can the quality (good) constraint be com-
promised because if something isn’t good, it isn’t useable 
and therefore, can’t deliver value. Something that can’t 
deliver value isn’t worthy of being built in the first place.

Without a plan that’s composed of a budget and your 
project’s vital statistics, you’re flying blind, and so is 
your vendor.

Tip 2: Decide If Your Project Will Be  
Staff Augmentation or Project-Based
One of the biggest unforced errors in information tech-
nology today is thinking and acting on the misperception 
that staff augmentation and project-based work are the 
same. Although the intended endpoint may be the same, 
how that end is reached is quite different. In either case, 
your goal is a new or enhanced software application that 
delivers value to your organization. 

With a firm plan in place, you’ve decided that you will 
need to enlist the assistance of a vendor. The next ques-
tion is whether you’ll use your own resources to manage 
the project or have your prospective vendor provide those 
services. If you’re going to use internal resources to man-
age your project, your vendor selection process is easier 
because you can evaluate vendor personnel on basic 
technical skills. In this case, you can interview technical 
talent just as you would any other employee. If, on the 
other hand, you’re going to rely on a vendor to manage 
your project, you should view your project as being com-
posed of two primary parts:

• Operations and Management
• Development

If you defer to a vendor to manage your project, among oth-
er things, it means that you’re assigning the task of skills 
evaluation and team composition to the vendor. Don’t fall 
into the trap of requiring a one-stop-shop vendor. Although 
your candidate vendors may have good technical talent, be-

A big error is thinking that 
staff augmentation and 
project-based work are  
the same.

Legal Notes: Five Tips for Vendor Management
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Take Advantage of Business 
and Social Networks

When undertaking a software 
project and vendor selection, 
don’t forget your networks 
(LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, etc.). 
When in doubt, ask your peers for 
advice. In addition, don’t forget 
the vendor’s networks as well, 
Glassdoor in particular. What do 
the current and former vendor’s 
employees have to say about 
the vendor? When undertaking 
your due diligence, investigate as 
many outlets as you can.

Conclusion
As you can see, there’s a good deal of preparation that’s 
required before you begin to confront the question of 
whether you should use a vendor. These are the why, 
what, when and how questions. Once you’ve decided that 
you need to hire an external vendor, you need to decide 
whether you’ll manage the project in house or rely on a 
vendor. If you manage the project in house, your scenario 
is staff augmentation. If you rely on a vendor to manage 
the project, your scenario is project-based. 

It’s important to define a bright line between these two 
alternatives because the two are quite different. A com-
mon mistake is to treat something structured as staff 
augmentation as project-based. In these cases, there’s 
no project management. Once you’ve decided that you 
need one or more vendors, creating an RFQ aids you in 
selecting the right vendor. Once you select your vendor, 
your SOW should flow from the RFQ response by that ven-
dor. Finally, if you have a multi-vendor scenario, make 
sure that somebody is accountable for vendor coordina-
tion and collaboration.

that governs the relationship between you and your ven-
dor. Typically, one MSA is executed and a separate SOW is 
executed for each project. The SOW should flow directly 
from the RFQ. If there’s something completely new that 
arises, it shouldn’t be a surprise to either party. In other 
words, this is not the time to slipstream in new scope 
by the client or the vendor in order to meet some new 
demand. 

A good SOW contains among other things, the following:

• Clear acceptance criteria: This also includes having 
a definition of completion. There’s no better place 
to have this documented. 

• Clear and realistic dates or have a provision that 
such dates will be determined by a specific date

• Code escrow provisions
• Clear language that the vendor manages their own 

people (regarding HR related items, time off, etc.)
• Clear representations and warranties over:

• How the project will be staffed (accuracy of CVs, 
availability, such as on-site versus remote)

• Expertise required to deliver the project
• Clear language on what constitutes a change and 

the requirements thereof (scope creep without req-
uisite budget and time modifications is death).

If you see the vendor unwittingly making a mistake, help 
them. 

• Create a partnership.
• Don’t unreasonably withhold payment.
• Don’t hold out the promise of future work if….
• Business must be mutually beneficial to all parties.
• Knowing that a vendor is not aware they are making 

a mistake doesn’t help anybody.

Tip 5: Be Mindful of the Pitfalls  
with Multi-Vendor Scenarios
You may need to use multiple vendors. For example, you 
may use one firm to manage the project, another firm for 
your user experience work, and a third firm to write your 
application. These vendors must work and cooperate for 
the benefit of your application and organization. Accord-
ingly, you’ll want to avoid warring factions. Although you 
may have separate SOWs, you’ll want terms that are com-
mon to all vendors:

• Outlines the need for cooperation with other ven-
dors

• Underscores that all have a joint and several duty 
to you, the client

• Vests responsibility for vendor coordination with 
one person.

Without a plan that’s 
composed of a budget and 
your project’s vital statistics, 
you’re flying blind,  
and so is your vendor.

 John V. Petersen
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Writing Concurrent Programs Using 
F# Mailbox Processors
There are many approaches to concurrency, but in this issue, I’d like to talk about the built-in way that F# can handle message-
based concurrency: using F# mailbox processors. 

The Actor Model
To understand F# mailbox processors better, let’s look 
a little closer at the theory they’re based on: the ac-
tor model, which is also a prominent part of the Erlang 
programming language. There are a few key parts of the 
theory that can help you know when and why you should 
be using mailbox processors. 

The Actor Model is a model of concurrent programming 
that uses actors as the base unit. These actors are light-
weight constructs that contain a queue, and can receive 
and process messages. When I say lightweight, I mean 
lightweight—they’re not like threads. I can easily spin up 
100,000 on my aging laptop without a hitch. An actor’s 
behavior is very limited. They can only: 

• Create more actors
• Determine what to do with the next incoming  

message
• Send messages to another actor

There are also a few rules for the actor model itself: 

• Actors can be created dynamically.
• The only interaction between actors is through di-

rect asynchronous message passing. 
• Messages must include the actor’s address.
• There’s no restriction on message arrival order.

A mailbox processor is based on a single actor. However, 
in general, you’ll want to create several actors as part of 
a system. Even one of the creators of the actor model, Carl 
Hewitt, has famously said, “One actor is no actor. They come 
in systems.” I mentioned Erlang above as the first, and most 
faithful, representation of the actor model, because this 
gives you a good idea how to think about a whole system 
of actors. Erlang was developed for telephony applications, 
and you can think about a telephone as a single actor that 
can send messages (or make calls) to another telephone, as 
long as you have an address (telephone number). This anal-
ogy gives you a good working idea of how to build systems 
of actors, or mailbox processors. 

Here’s one more note before I jump into code. The origi-
nal model is called the actor model and uses actors. F#’s 

implementation of actors is referred to as mailbox pro-
cessors, as I’ve mentioned. Actors and mailbox proces-
sors are also occasionally referred to as agents. For most 
uses, these terms are interchangeable. 

Your First Mailbox Processor
Now that I’ve just made the point that mailbox processors 
must come in systems, let’s look at how to construct a sin-
gle one. First, there must be a name, in this case myAgent, 
which is the address of the mailbox processor. This is how 
you’ll be able to post a message to it to be processed, and 
in general, you’ll use .Start to instantiate and then start 
the mailbox processor immediately. Next, there’s a lambda 
function with an inbox containing an asynchronous work-
flow. Each message sent to the mailbox processor is sent 
asynchronously. They’ll also need to be processed in order, 
so there must be a loop. Here I’m using a non-functional 
while...true style loop. It’s perfectly fine to use this, or to 
use a functional, recursive loop.  

Inside the loop is the heart of the mailbox proces-
sor. The first line waits for a message to be received. 
This code blocks the thread—you can’t really process 
a message until you have one! You also might notice 
the change to let! from let. The extra exclamation mark 
ensures that the computation is started immediately. 
Within an asynchronous workflow, a lack of exclamation 
mark creates an asynchronous object that will be pro-
cessed later. 

Finally, you can process the actual message itself. In this 
case, I’m just printing a string that’s been sent to it, but 
this section can get much more complicated. 

let myFirstAgent =
   MailboxProcessor.Start(fun inbox ->
     async { while true do
               let! msg = inbox.Receive()
               printfn "got message '%s'" msg})

Next, let’s post a message to this agent. You’ll use the 
agent’s address, myAgent, and call Post with a message. 
In this case, a simple Hello will do. 

myFirstAgent.Post "Hello!"

The result here looks like Figure 1. 

I need to make a few comments before I continue. It’s 
common, but not always necessary, to declare the mes-
sage type as part of the mailbox processor declaration. 
If you decide to declare it, setting up an agent looks like 
this: 
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Functional Concurrency

I highly recommend much 
of Riccardo Terrell’s work, 
including his talk, “Actor 
Model in F# and Akka.NET” at 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=hHtX6hklg2I. Riccardo 
has also written a book, title 
Functional Concurrency in .NET, 
which is available here:  
https://www.manning.com/
books/functional- 
concurrency-in-dotnet.

Next, create the agent itself. In this case, for a simple 
example, I’m only going to format the string and respond 
with it on the AsyncReplyChannel. Much of this should 
look familiar. I’m creating an agent, which I start right 
away. There’s a lambda function creating the inbox, and 
in this case, I’m using a recursive style loop. I again have 
an internal asynchronous workflow and block to receive 
messages. However, because I’m receiving a tuple, I 
can immediately decompose it into the incoming mes-
sage and the AsyncReplyChannel. In more complicated 
examples, you might have more processing come next, 
but here I’m going to immediately make use of the Asyn-
cReplyChannel to respond with the reformatted mes-
sage, and loop to the next message. Finally, I start the  
loop. 

let replyAgent = 
  MailboxProcessor<Message>.Start(fun inbox ->
  let rec loop () =
    async {
      let! (message, replyChannel) = 
        inbox.Receive()
      replyChannel.Reply 
        (String.Format
          ("Received message: {0}", message))
      do! loop ()
    }
  loop ())

To post to an agent that sends replies, you must use 
PostAndReply or PostAndAsyncReply rather than a simple 
post. You must also send along an AsyncReplyChannel. 

replyAgent.PostAndReply(fun rc -> "Hello", rc)

The result looks like Figure 2. 

Scanning
Let’s look next at scanning. This is the option to scan a 
mailbox processor’s entire inbox for a certain message or 
type of message without processing every message in or-
der. If the particular message is found, it’s removed from 
the inbox and processed ahead of the other messages. 

Let’s modify the myFirstAgent mailbox processor from 
earlier to search specifically for messages that say “Hel-
lo!” and prioritize processing them. In this case, I’ll pro-
cess the first “Hello!” message that I find, and then con-
tinue on with any messages in the regular queue. 

let myFirstAgent =
  MailboxProcessor<string>.Start(fun inbox ->
    ...
  )

Common Patterns
Now that you have some experience with the basics, let’s 
look at a few more complicated patterns. For brevity’s 
sake, I’m only going to cover topics that I need for the 
final example code, which means I’m not going to cover, 
for example, error handling in this article, although I 
may in a future article. 

Replying
Previously, you’ve only seen how to create a mailbox 
processor and post to it, but F# also allows you to send 
a response back to the original agent. This can contain 
an acknowledgement that the message was received, or 
perhaps return a calculation that the agent had per-
formed. 

Let’s look at how you might create an agent that can send 
replies. With most agents, I’ll start by declaring a mes-
sage type that the agent should take in. If the agent is 
sending a reply, this message type needs to contain both 
a standard incoming type as well as an AsyncReplyChan-
nel, which is the mechanism used to make the reply. 
These will be sent in as a tuple. For this example, I’ll take 
in a string, and return a string. 

type Message = string * 
                 AsyncReplyChannel<string>

F# allows you to send a 
response back to the original 
agent. This can contain an 
acknowledgement that the 
message was received, or 
perhaps return a calculation 
that the agent had performed. 

Figure 1: A first agent

Figure 2: Replying with an agent
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                    printfn 
                      "This is a hello " +
                        "message!"})
                | _ -> None
              )
              let! msg = inbox.Receive()
              printfn "Got message '%s'" msg 
     })

For example, I could send a list of messages to the agent 
all at once, starting with 10 other messages, and finish-
ing with 10 “Hello!” messages, like so: 

["1"; "2"; "3"; "4"; "5"; 
  "6"; "7"; "8"; "9"; "10"; 
  "Hello!"; "Hello!"; "Hello!"; "Hello!"; 
  "Hello!"; "Hello!"; "Hello!"; "Hello!"; 
  "Hello!"; "Hello!"]
|> List.map myFirstAgent.Post 

Then I’ll end up with a response that alternates the mes-
sages, just like Figure 3. 

An Example
Now, let’s look at a longer example that combines a few 
of these patterns. I’ll create a coordinating agent, as well 
as four job agents. The agents start by requesting a work-
load from the coordinating agent, who’ll return the next 
job that it has in the internal queue. Now, for demo pur-
poses, to simulate work here, I’ll have the job agents just 
perform a Thread.Sleep, but obviously they could handle 
a much more complicated task. When they’ve finished a 
workload, they’ll request a new job from the coordinat-
ing agent. Take a look at Figure 4 to see the workflow. 
Finally, for fun, I’ll add an extra agent to track how many 
jobs each agent handled and how long the overall work 
took, and I can chart that. 

Let’s start by creating the worker agents, as they’re the 
most simple. Because I’ll need to reuse this code for each 
new worker, I’ll pass in a unit value () so that a single 
worker instance isn’t reused for all four. By now, most 
of the rest of the code should look familiar. I’m creating 
a MailboxProcessor that accepts a bool type. There’s a 
recursive loop with an async workflow inside. This time, 
however, this MailboxProcessor doesn’t need to accept 
messages. The way that it gets jobs to run is by request-
ing them from the coordinating agent, using PostAn-
dAsyncReply. This sends the ReplyChannel wrapped in a 
RequestJob type, so that the coordinating agent knows 
what type of message it’s receiving. Once the job is re-
ceived, the worker sleeps for the allotted time and re-
quests a new job. 

let Worker () = 
  MailboxProcessor<bool>.Start(fun inbox ->
    let rec loop () =
      async {
        let! length = 
          Coordinator.PostAndAsyncReply
            (fun reply -> RequestJob(reply))
        do! Async.Sleep length
        return! loop ()
      }
    loop ())

Just before receiving the next message from the inbox 
queue to be processed, I’ll add an inbox.Scan function. This 
takes a lambda function that returns an Option type. The 
messages you want to be found during the scanning process 
should return Some, and the messages you want to ignore 
for now should return None. In this case, I want to search 
for messages that say “Hello!” and process them, so I use a 
match statement to discover those, and to print a different 
message. Once scan has found the first matching message, 
the code continues on to process the remaining messages 
from the queue. Each time the loop restarts, one “Hello!” 
message processes, and one other message processes. 

let myFirstAgent =
  MailboxProcessor.Start(fun inbox ->
    async { while true do
              do! inbox.Scan (fun hello -> 
                match hello with  
                | "Hello!" -> 
                  Some(async {

Figure 3: Results from an agent that scans and prioritizes certain messages

Figure 4: The workflow for our agents project
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Once that has completed, the coordinating agent waits for 
additional messages, and pattern matches on those. I’ll 
also have the agent print them to the console here, just to 
check how things are progressing. If it receives a message 
containing a job, it adds that to the job queue, and if it 
receives a message from a worker requesting a new job, it 
uses the ReplyChannel construct to send back the job at 
the top of the queue. Don’t forget that when a scan finds a 
match, the matching message is removed from the inbox, 
so there should no longer be any Ready messages arriving. 

let! message = inbox.Receive()
printfn "Message: %A" message
match message with 
| Job length -> queue.Enqueue length
| RequestJob replyChannel -> 
  replyChannel.Reply <| queue.Dequeue()
| Ready -> ()

Next, I only need to create some fake Job data to seed 
the coordinating agent. I’ll do this by initializing a se-
quence with 500 random numbers. Now, rand.Next is 
strangely inconsistent: the lower bound (1, in this case) 
is included in the mix, but the upper bound (here, 101) is 
not included. So the list contains random numbers from 
1 to 100, inclusive. Then you iterate over those numbers 
and post them, as Jobs, to the coordinating agent. 

let rand  = new System.Random(941345563)

Now, because I’m creating four separate worker agents, 
let’s make things more fair. The first worker agent that’s 
created will have a little more time to start running jobs 
while the others spin up. So, I’ll post a message to the 
coordinating agent before the loop starts that this agent 
is ready. 

let Worker () = 
  MailboxProcessor<bool>.Start(fun inbox ->
    Coordinator.Post Ready
    let rec loop () =
      async {
        let! length = 
          Coordinator.PostAndAsyncReply 
            RequestJob
        do! Async.Sleep length
        return! loop ()
      }
    loop ())

Next, let’s consider the coordinating agent. First, I’ll 
need a message type to pass it, which will need to con-
tain both the RequestJob and the Ready messages that 
the Workers will be sending. RequestJob will use an 
AsyncReplyChannel to return an integer containing the 
length of time that the job should take. 

type CoordinatorMessage = 
    | Ready 
    | RequestJob of AsyncReplyChannel<int> 

But there’s one more consideration: I’ll need to give the 
coordinating agent a list of jobs. If I create a third mes-
sage type, Job, which sends in an integer containing the 
length of time to work, I can handle this. In general, 
for a more complicated workload, you’d likely want to 
send a custom type with sufficient job information for 
the workers to handle running your job rather than an  
integer. 

type CoordinatorMessage = 
  | Job of int
  | Ready
  | RequestJob of AsyncReplyChannel<int> 

Next, let’s look at the coordinating agent itself. The full 
code is available in Listing 1, but I’ll skip past the Mail-
boxProcessor basics, and focus on just the internals of 
the async workflow. Before I jump in, note that I’m creat-
ing a second, internal queue to keep the jobs ready to be 
quickly sent back to the workers. 

Now, within the async workflow, I need to gather the 
Ready messages. Here, I’m using a simple while loop 
to scan the coordinating agent’s inbox, waiting for four 
total messages. I’m pattern matching on the possible 
messages that I might see, using an option type to re-
turn None for the Job and RequestJob types, and simply 
counting the Ready messages until I have all four. 

while count < 4 do 
  do! inbox.Scan 
    (function 
    | Ready -> Some(async {count<-count+1}) 
    | Job l -> None 
    | RequestJob r -> None)

Don’t forget that when a scan 
finds a match, the matching 
message is removed from 
the inbox, so you’ll only 
be processing the messages 
you want.

let Coordinator = 
  MailboxProcessor<CoordinatorMessage>.Start(fun inbox ->
    let queue = new System.Collections.Generic.Queue<int>()
    let mutable count = 0
    let rec loop () =
      async {
        while count < 4 do 
          do! inbox.Scan 
            (function 
             | Ready -> Some(async {count<-count+1}) 
             | Job l -> None 
             | RequestJob r -> None)
        let! message = inbox.Receive()
        match message with 
        | Job length -> queue.Enqueue length
        | RequestJob replyChannel -> 
          replyChannel.Reply <| queue.Dequeue()
        | Ready -> ()

        return! loop ()
      }
    loop ())

Listing 1: Coordinating agent
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I can actually categorize it in the worker agents. Because I 
want to simply split up the data from the four worker agents, 
creating a union with a type for each agent will work. 

type SortDataMessage = 
    | Agent1 of int
    | Agent2 of int
    | Agent3 of int
    | Agent4 of int

I’ll also need to create a ResizeArray for the set of values 
from each agent. I’ll have them take in a tuple contain-
ing both the length of the job and the position of the job 
(first, second, third, etc.). 

let vals1 = new ResizeArray<int*int>()
let vals2 = new ResizeArray<int*int>()
let vals3 = new ResizeArray<int*int>()
let vals4 = new ResizeArray<int*int>()

Next, let’s create the sorting data agent itself. It simply 
receives the messages and pattern matches on it. Each 
message is identified as coming from a specific agent, 
and all data from an individual agent is then sent to the 
relevant ResizeArray. 

let SortData = 
  MailboxProcessor<SortDataMessage>
    .Start(fun inbox -> 
    let rec loop () = 
      async {
        let! message = inbox.Receive()
        match message with 
        | Agent1 w -> vals1.Add(vals1.Count,w)
        | Agent2 x -> vals2.Add(vals2.Count,x)
        | Agent3 y -> vals3.Add(vals3.Count,y)
        | Agent4 z -> vals4.Add(vals4.Count,z)
        return! loop ()
      }
    loop ())

Finally, I’ll need to update the worker agent to send to 
the sorting data agent. You can see the full, updated 
agent in Listing 2. I’ll just outline the differences here. 
First, I need to add a parameter so that I know which 
agent is currently being used. 

let worker whichagent = 

This means that I need to update the code that creates 
the worker agents.  

let JobAgent1 = Worker 1
let JobAgent2 = Worker 2
let JobAgent3 = Worker 3
let JobAgent4 = Worker 4

Next, I need to convert the job length that’s received 
back from the coordinating agent. Because I want to 
be sure I’ve covered all cases, I add a final catchall case 
that throws an error. This way, if I add additional worker 
agents some day, this code throws an error, rather than 
simply not returning anything. 

let byAgent = 
  match whichagent with 

Seq.init 500 (fun _ -> rand.Next(1,101))
|> Seq.iter (fun r -> Coordinator.Post(Job r))

Finally, you create the four instances of the worker 
agents. 

let JobAgent1 = Worker ()
let JobAgent2 = Worker ()
let JobAgent3 = Worker ()
let JobAgent4 = Worker ()

At this point, if you run your code, you’ll see messages 
quickly scrolling past your screen that should look similar 
to Figure 5. 

Let’s go one step farther, and separate the data from each 
agent so that you could run some statistics on each worker. 
Maybe one is taking on a greater load, and you’ll want to 
look a little deeper into causes. For my purposes, I’m going 
to categorize the data as it passes through each worker in 
order to chart the number of jobs taken against the cumula-
tive time it took to run the jobs, per worker. Once the data 
is categorized, I’ll pass it off to a third agent, the sorting 
data agent, which sorts the data into separate lists for each 
worker. From there, it’s just a few lines to chart what I have. 

So, let’s start by looking at the sorting data agent message 
type. I’ll start here because I need to know how the data 
will be categorized for sorting in the sorting agent before 

let worker whichagent = 
  MailboxProcessor<bool>.Start(fun inbox ->
    Coordinator.Post Ready
    let rec loop () =
      async {
        let! length = Coordinator.PostAndAsyncReply 
                        (fun reply -> RequestJob reply)
        let byAgent = 
          match whichagent with 
          | 1 -> Agent1 length 
          | 2 -> Agent2 length
          | 3 -> Agent3 length
          | 4 -> Agent4 length
          | _ -> failwith "Unknown agent"

        SortData.Post byAgent
      
        do! Async.Sleep length
        return! loop ()
      }
    loop ())

Listing 2: Updated worker agent

Figure 5: The messages to the coordinating agent from 
the worker agents
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empty. If it is, that’s because I’m working with the very first 
element in valueList. If this is the first element in valueL-
ist, just return the original length value as it was sent in, 
because there’s not yet anything to accumulate. If this is a 
later element in valueList, take the first tuple element from 
the accumulated list, accList, and take the second value 
from that tuple. This is the accumulating length value. Then 
add the current length value. Once the If-statement has 
been evaluated, the tuple is complete. Next, concatenate 
this tuple on to the accumulating list as the next value. 

let compile valueList = 
    valueList 
    |> Seq.fold 
      (fun accList (order, length) -> 
        (order, 
          if List.isEmpty accList 
          then length 
          else 
            (accList.Head |> snd)+length)
        ::accList) []

Finally, let’s work with all the value lists that have been 
created. First, I call compile to transform the data. Then, 
I set up a combo chart, with a legend and corresponding 
labels. Finally, I set the types for the individual charts. 

[vals1;vals2;vals3;vals4]
|> List.map compile
|> Chart.Combo
|> Chart.WithLegend true
|> Chart.WithLabels
   ["Agent1";"Agent2";"Agent3";"Agent4"] 
|> Chart.WithOptions
  (Options
    (series=
      [|for type in series -> Series(type)|]))

In this case, the value series is defined by the following. 

let series = ["line";"line";"line";"line"] 

This gives me charts that look like Figure 6 and Figure 
7. I’ve included both so that you can see the difference 
when you hover over the Agent3 line as compared to the 
Agent1 line. The total length of jobs run is fairly similar 
in both cases (6219s vs. 6261s), but the total number of 
jobs varied considerably more: 116 versus 134.

  | 1 -> Agent1 length 
  | 2 -> Agent2 length
  | 3 -> Agent3 length
  | 4 -> Agent4 length
  | _ -> failwith "Unknown agent"

Finally, I post the converted value to the sorting data 
agent. 

SortData.Post byAgent

Now that I have the data I need in the four ResizeArrays, 
it’s time to make use of it. Because I want to chart the 
accumulated length of all the jobs against the number of 
jobs run for each agent, I need to start by compiling the 
data. So, let’s create a function to handle this for a single 
list, using a Seq.fold over the list. The way fold works is 
similar to map: by applying a function to each element 
of the list. However, fold also takes another argument, 
usually called an accumulator, to manage a state as that 
function is being applied. Let’s look at a simple example 
before you look at the function. 

One common example is to use fold to sum a list. The 
function that fold requires takes two parameters: acc, the 
accumulator, and elem, the current element of the list 
that is being considered. Then, it sums the two numbers, 
with the accumulator set to 0 to start. 

let sumList myList = 
    myList 
    |> Seq.fold (fun acc elem -> acc + elem) 0

Now, back to compiling the data. I have a much more com-
plicated fold function set up here. Rather than threading 
an accumulator that reduces down to a single value, like 
the example above, I’m using the accumulator to create a 
new list. So I’m passing in an empty list at the end. 

Now, recall that the list of values is a list of tuples: the 
current count of jobs, and the length of the current job. 
I want to keep the order and the first numeric value the 
same for every tuple, but keep a running sum for the sec-
ond, rather than the values. For example, I need a func-
tion that takes a list that looks like [(1, 5); (2, 10); (3, 
25); (4, 15); (5, 5)] and turn it into [(1, 5); (2, 15); (3, 
40); (4, 55); (5, 60)]. 

So the complile function takes in an accumulator, accList, 
just like the example, but also takes a decomposed tuple. 
I then create a tuple containing the order, and the result 
of this If-statement, which checks whether or not accList is 

Figure 6: Cumulative job time by number of agents, per agent. Hovering over the Agent3 line, 
you can see that there were 116 total jobs run, in a total time of 6219s. 

Figure 7: Cumulative job time 
by number of agents, per agent. 
Comparing to Figure 6, you can 
see that Agent1 ran far more 
jobs, 134 in total, but that the 
total time was approximately the 
same, at 6261s. 

The way fold works is similar 
to map, applying a function 
to each element of the list. 
However, fold also takes 
another argument, usually 
called an accumulator, 
to manage a state as that 
function is being applied.

 Rachel Reese
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Lower the Barriers to Entry for Mobile 
Development with React Native
Native mobile development has a unique set of challenges that require specific practices and skillsets in order to execute 
effectively. These challenges often mean that developing for mobile devices requires additional overhead compared to 
something like traditional Web development. For starters, you need different engineering talents to execute on iOS and

Android platforms respectively, often resulting in mul-
tiple disjointed technology stacks. Because those plat-
forms don’t play nicely together, development for both 
platforms creates the need for continued oversight to 
ensure consistency between both sides.

Furthermore, in contrast to developing on the Web, na-
tive mobile development usually has a slower develop-
ment cycle and slower iteration time. Testing even the 
smallest change requires the project to be recompiled, 
and depending on the size of the code base, that can 
prove cumbersome. Deploying changes to a production 
mobile application often requires a submission and re-
view process, which also limits your release frequency.

So why would you build native to begin with? Usually, you 
build native because it allows you to create a better user 
experience and deliver a product that’s consistent with 
each respective platform, more so than a Web application 
or hybrid application could be. In the past, technologies 
that tried to compete with native development came up 
short in terms of performance and flexibility. However, 
with the introduction of React Native, the paradigm has 
started to shift and the perspective that great mobile de-
velopment is limited to native-only has weakened.  

React Native, an open-source framework from Facebook, 
builds on the popular React JavaScript framework, allow-
ing developers to create cross-platform iOS and Android 
applications using JavaScript. This lowers the barrier to 
entry by removing the need for many of the specific skill-
sets required for traditional native development and, in 
turn, opens the process up to many developers currently 
working with React and JavaScript in the browser.

React Native
React Native brings the power of the React programming 
model to mobile development. How does it do this? Basi-
cally, it does it in the browser: React is abstracted as a 
wrapper around the DOM (Document Object Model). The 

DOM is a programming interface for HTML and allows you 
to manipulate HTML elements. It’s essentially what you 
use to build Web views. Because React is wrapped around 
that interface instead of being tied directly to it, it’s flex-
ible enough to wrap around other view systems as well. 

React Native does just that, creating a bridge to wrap 
React around the native user interface component librar-
ies for both iOS and Android respectively. As a result, you 
build an actual native application using the same com-
ponents that you would in standard native development, 
thus making it visually indistinguishable from a purely 
native counterpart. This makes React Native very dif-
ferent than other frameworks that let you write mobile 
applications using traditional Web languages like HTML 
and JavaScript because it doesn’t rely on any browser or 
Web views to render its interfaces. This means you get 
to spend more time focusing on your actual app and less 
time worrying about performance optimization like you 
might if you were using a Web view.

Traditional React runs in a browser, rendering divs and 
spans. However, React Native runs in an embedded in-
stance of the JavaScriptCore, which then renders native 
platform-specific UI components. Take a look at Figure 1 
to get a better idea of how this works. As you can see, Re-
act Native acts as a bridge between the React framework 
and the corresponding native counterparts. That bridge 
is smart enough to call the respective native method for 
both iOS and Android. At a high-level, this means you can 
write code once and deploy it on both platforms.

Setting Cross-Platform Expectations
At the core, as previously mentioned, React Native lets 
you write JavaScript to execute on both iOS and Android 
devices. From the outside looking in, this leads to the 
natural assumption that React Native is a cross-platform 
mobile development framework. Technically, this isn’t in-
correct, but you should understand that there are caveats. 
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React Native removes 
the need for specific 
skillsets in traditional native 
development and opens 
the process up to developers 
working with React and 
JavaScript in the browser.

With React Native, you build 
a native application using 
the same components that 
you’d use in standard native 
development, thus making it 
visually indistinguishable from 
a purely native counterpart.
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React Native Setup  
for Android

Set up for Android and Windows/
Linux can be found here:  
https://facebook.github.io/react-
native/docs/getting-started.html

both platforms, where applicable, limits your need to 
write custom native code.

The technology is robust enough that you don’t need to 
limit yourself. Native code can be seamlessly woven right 
into a React Native view, and as long as you don’t mind 
getting your feet wet with Swift or Java, the possibilities 
are nearly endless. 

Getting Started
If you already have experience with iOS or Android de-
velopment, getting a React Native environment spun up 
should be relatively easy. For the sake of this example, 
you’ll look at setting up a React Native environment for 
compiling an iOS application using Mac OS and Xcode. 
Check the sidebar for a link to equivalent instructions for 
setting up the project to also build on Android. To start, 
you’ll need to install some dependencies 

• Homebrew: used as the installer for Node and 
Watchman 

• Node.js: comes with Node Package Manager (npm) 
needed to install React Native command line interface

• Watchman: a tool by Facebook for watching changes 
in the file system. Recommended for performance. 

• React Native command line interface: used to 
generate, compile, and run projects

• Xcode: needed for iOS simulator and build tools

Start by installing Homebrew. If you don’t already have 
it installed, you can install it by opening Terminal and 
executing the following command.

/usr/bin/ruby -e "$(curl -fsSL 
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/
Homebrew/install/master/install)"

After Homebrew has finished installing, run the com-
mands to install Node and Watchman.

brew install node
brew install watchman 

Once that’s done, you can use npm to install the React 
Native command line interface by executing the com-
mand in the next snippet in Terminal. If you run into 
any permission errors, try preceding the command with 
sudo. If you get an error complaining about the npm 
module not being found, you may have to install npm 
directly (more information is in the sidebar). 

npm install -g react-native-cli

Facebook doesn’t advertise React Native as a build-once-
deploy-everywhere framework, but more as a learn-once-
write-everywhere solution. The overarching goal is to cre-
ate a knowledgebase and toolset that developers can apply 
across multiple platforms. This empowers non-native mo-
bile developers to write native mobile applications without 
having to learn all of the subtleties of Swift or Java. 

If you look at the React Native documentation (facebook.
github.io/react-native/), you’ll notice that the frame-
work has a set of components for you to use. These rep-
resent a subset of shared functionality between iOS and 
Android; things like buttons, images, modals, and text 
that aren’t unique to each platform. React can map to 
both mobile platforms when the component you’re at-
tempting to use has an equivalent option on both sides. 
What happens when you want to access a component or 
some system API that’s unique to the respective plat-
form? Some of these already have React Native platform 
specific bridges, but others don’t.

It’s unlikely that React Native encompasses everything you 
need to build a 100% cross-platform application. There’s 
an expectation that you’ll need to write custom platform-
specific code to accommodate both iOS and Android. This is 
further implied by the inclusion of separate iOS and Android 
index files, which serve as the entry points for the applica-
tion. Going into the process, it’s important to understand 
that even when shared components do exist, you’ll likely 
have to write custom React code to style those components 
differently for iOS and Android. The ecosystems vary sub-
stantially and, as a result, it’s unrealistic to expect all CSS 
or positioning customization to be interpreted the same 
way. In scenarios like this, you could use shared classes and 
simply apply different CSS styling to the respective class 
based on the OS that the code is bridged over to. 

Additionally, when you simply can’t achieve some desired 
feature or functionality from the React Native framework, 
you’ll need to write custom native code within the re-
spective platform’s IDE and then tie those pieces back 
into the JavaScript base.

Each application is different, and the complexity of the 
feature set and design can impact the amount of plat-
form-independent development you’ll need, but it isn’t 
unreasonable to expect an 85% code-share rate for 
simpler applications. You can further optimize the per-
centage of shared code by understanding the offering of 
React Native out-of-the-box and limiting your design de-
cisions by the bounds of those capabilities. For instance, 
using components that React Native already supports on 

Figure 1: A high-level look at how React Native bridges traditional React with native mobile 
actions and interfaces

The complexity of the feature 
set and design can impact 
the amount of platform-
independent development 
you’ll need, but it isn’t 
unreasonable to expect 
an 85% code-share rate 
between platforms.
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Full React Native 
Documentation

http://facebook.github.io/ 
react-native/releases/next/docs

structure for you within the directory from which you ran 
the command. For this example, create an application 
called FlixSearch using the following command.

react-native init FlixSearch

After you run that command, npm installs a React Na-
tive package within a new folder called FlixSearch. If it 
worked properly, the contents of the folder should re-
semble Figure 2. Notice two index files. These act as 
your entry point for iOS and Android respectively. It’s 
important to note that when you need to write platform-
specific code, you can use the .android and .ios extension 
prefixes. When you call on or import that specific code 
into another component, React Native decides which file 
to use at build time based on which OS you’re currently 
compiling for. Furthermore, if you click into the iOS and 
Android folders, you’ll notice standard native projects 
structures. You’ll use these projects if you decide to write 
custom native integrations and also when you go to com-
pile/provision final builds for App Store submission. 

In this example, you’ll also take advantage of some use-
ful third-party libraries, so you need to install them. 
The first is NativeBase (nativebase.io), a collection of 
UI components that work on both iOS and Android. The 
second is React Navigation, a popular community-driven 
navigation library. Let’s start with NativeBase. Go back 
to the terminal window and cd into that new React Native 
directory that resulted from the previous init command. 
From here, you need to execute the NativeBase install 
command. Note that this is a two-part process. After you 
run the install command, you need to set up the peer de-
pendencies that NativeBase relies on. The following com-
mands handle both the installation of the library and the 
linking of the peer dependencies.

npm install native-base –save
react-native link

Once that completes, run the command to install React 
Navigation.

npm install --save react-navigation

Now let’s compile the project to make sure everything 
works as expected. Run the following React Native com-
mand in Terminal to compile the project, open the iOS 
simulator, and run the application. 

react-native run-ios

Figure 3 demonstrates what you’ll see in your simulator 
if all worked properly.

Hot Keys
Notice in Figure 3 that the sample app screen points 
out you can press Cmd+R to reload. With React Native, 
you can refresh the application in the simulator without 
needing to recompile it. You can make changes to your 
React components, click over to the simulator, press 
Cmd+R, and then watch the application refresh to show 
those changes in real time. In addition, you can use 
Cmd+D to pull up a developer menu for additional op-
tions, including a remote debug option that attaches the 
Chrome browser debug tools to the running application.

Now you need to install Xcode. For easiest access, down-
load it from the Mac App Store. Installing Xcode also in-
stalls the needed build tools and simulators to run your 
React Native application. Once that’s in place, you have 
everything you need to create your first React Native 
project. To initialize a base React Native project, execute 
a terminal command, which creates the starting project 

Figure 3: The bReact Native base project running in an 
iOS simulator.

Figure 2: The React Native base project structure as generated by the React Native command 
line tools
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Installing NPM

If you get a permission error 
when using npm, try using sudo: 
sudo npm install -g react- 
native-cli.

If you get an error like  
“Cannot find module ‘npmlog’”,  
try installing npm directly:  
curl -0 -L http://npmjs.org/ 
install.sh | sudo sh.

ports, a class is created and acts as the main component 
that represents the initial screen shown when the appli-
cation launches. It has a render function that returns a 
view. The view is constructed using several text compo-
nents. Notice that those components have a style param-
eter (called a prop). This style prop is assigned using a 
styles constant that’s declared after the FlixSearch class. 
Notice that the style code closely resembles traditional 
CSS, except that instead of the dash notation, it uses 
camel case. 

If you look at the styling code, you’ll see the flex key-
word. React Native uses a CSS layout style called Flex-
Box (see the sidebar for additional details). It uses the 
FlexBox algorithm, allowing you to define the layout of a 
component’s children using a combination of:

• flex: a number that defines the proportional size 
of the component. A component with flex = 2 takes 
twice the space as a component with flex = 1.

• flexDirection: determines the primary axis of the 
component’s layout. Should the component’s chil-
dren be organized horizontally or should they get 
stacked vertically?

• justifyContent: sets alignment of children on the 
primary axis. You can use this to distribute the 
child elements at the start, end, center, or have 
them spaced evenly within the parent component.

• alignItems: sets alignment of children on the sec-
ondary axis.

You’ll also notice a call to registerComponent at the end 
of the file. The AppRegistry tells React Native which com-
ponent is the root for the whole application. Once the 
root gets established, you can navigate between compo-

Implementation
You’ve configured the environment and you’ve generated 
and run the base project installation, but you probably 
still aren’t sure what’s happening. Let’s take a closer look 
at the source. If you navigate to your index.ios.js file and 
open it, Listing 1 demonstrates what you’ll see. The first 
thing you might notice is that aspects of the code don’t 
resemble traditional JavaScript. React Native supports 
ES2015 (or ES6), which is a newer iteration of JavaScript 
that has become part of the official standard but isn’t yet 
supported by most Web browsers. The use of import, class, 
extends, from, and the ()-> notation are all ES2015 fea-
tures. Check the sidebar for more information on ES2015.

You’ll also notice that the view construction doesn’t use 
traditional HTML or div tags. What you see is JSX, which 
embeds XML in JavaScript, allowing you to write markup 
language inside your code. There are a number of compo-
nents you can use to construct a view using JSX. You can 
refer to the documentation at https://facebook.github.
io/react-native/docs/ for a full list.

The import statements at the top of the file bring in the 
base React and React Native dependencies that you’ll 
need. Eventually, you’ll add similar imports for the third-
party libraries that you installed earlier. Below the im-

With React Native, you can 
refresh your application in 
the simulator without needing 
to recompile it.

/**
 * index.ios.js - Sample React Native App
 */

import React, { Component } from 'react';
import {
  AppRegistry,
  StyleSheet,
  Text,
  View
} from 'react-native';

export default class FlixSearch extends Component {
  render() {
    return (
      /** JSX for view contents */
      <View style={styles.container}>
        <Text style={styles.welcome}>
          Welcome to React Native!
        </Text>
        <Text style={styles.instructions}>
          To get started, edit index.ios.js
        </Text>
        <Text style={styles.instructions}>
          Press Cmd+R to reload,{'\n'}
          Cmd+D or shake for dev menu
        </Text>
      </View>

    );
  }
}

/** array of style props */
const styles = StyleSheet.create({
  container: {
    flex: 1,
    justifyContent: 'center',
    alignItems: 'center',
    backgroundColor: '#F5FCFF',
  },
  welcome: {
    fontSize: 20,
    textAlign: 'center',
    margin: 10,
  },
  instructions: {
    textAlign: 'center',
    color: '#333333',
    marginBottom: 5,
  },
});

/** tells React Native what root component is */
AppRegistry.registerComponent('FlixSearch', 
() => FlixSearch);

Listing 1: index.ios.js base file contents
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React Native State

To learn more about how 
state works with React Native 
components, visit  
https://facebook.github.io/ 
react-native/docs/state.html

Figure 4 and Figure 5 depict what the end result of the 
following exercise should look like. I also compiled the 
project for Android so that you can see how similar they 
look using 100% of the same source code.

You’ll start by modifying the index file to create the first 
view, as illustrated by Figure 4. This view consists of a 
logo image, a search field, and a search button. You use 
NativeBase components for the text field and the button 
because they come with stock options that allow you to 
achieve the same look and feel as the screenshot with-
out needing to customize the components manually. For 
instance, instead of a default native text field element, 
NativeBase has a built-in option to render the under-
lined text field with the preceding icon. It even pack-
ages in the icon font so you don’t have to add the image  
manually.

The first thing to do is set up the import dependencies 
inside the index file that you’ll need to build this initial 
view. You need to modify what you import from react-
native to include the UI component types that you’ll use. 
Additionally, you need to import the StackNavigator from 
React Navigation and the button component from Native-
Base. To do this, change the imports at the top of the 
index file to resemble the following:

nents without needing to make additional calls to the 
AppRegistry.

To further dive into the details of basic composition, the 
React Native website has extensive documentation that 
covers each of the above concepts in further detail. Once 
you grasp the general approach, it becomes relatively 
easy to start composing native views with JavaScript. The 
next section walks you through a practical example to 
help you get a better idea of the framework’s capabilities. 

Practical Example
Often the best way to learn a new technology is by get-
ting hands-on and actually building something. The rest 
of the article focuses on just that. You’ll build an applica-
tion that lets users search for TV shows and movies by en-
tering the name of an actor. The entered name gets used 
as a parameter to an API call that pulls back TV shows and 
movies currently a part of the Netflix library. Netflix is no 
longer handing out API keys, so there’s a good chance 
that the public API you use in this example contains out-
of-date information. However, what’s important here is 
the concept of querying an API, receiving data, parsing 
data, and displaying results. These concepts translate to 
virtually any network-driven application you could at-
tempt to build.

Figure 4: The demo application running on iOS (left) and Android (right)
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React Navigation 
Customization

To learn more about the 
customization options that you 
can use with StackNavigator, 
refer to https://reactnavigation.
org/docs/navigators/navigation-
options. 

class HomeScreen extends Component {
    ...
}

AppRegistry.registerComponent('FlixSearch',
() => HomeScreen);

Now modify the HomeScreen class by using JSX to com-
pose the view that it returns in the render method. Ad-
ditionally, create styles to apply to those components 
so they match the screenshots from Figure 4. Listing 2 
shows what the first iteration looks like. Let’s break down 
what’s happening here. First, notice that the components 
have a style property like the following:

<View style={styles.container}>

You can also use inline styles but that’s not the preferred 
way to do it because it makes the code base messier. No-
tice that there’s a styles constant declared at the bottom 
of the file. This contains the various style classes avail-
able to any component within the HomeScreen. The next 
component you see is called StatusBar. This affects the 
top area of the mobile device containing the time, bat-
tery level, and network strength. Here, you set the bar 
style to the light setting, resulting in the white status 
bar on iOS instead of the default black text. On Android, 
the result is a black top bar with white text, as opposed 
to the standard gray bar. 

import React, {Component} from 'react';
import {
  AppRegistry,
  StyleSheet,
  Text,
  View,
  Image,
  StatusBar
} from 'react-native';
import {StackNavigator} 
from 'react-navigation';
import {Button} from 'native-base'

This code imports each of the individual component 
types you need to build this respective class. The Status-
Bar component gets used to customize the format of the 
default native status bar, the Image component is used 
to display the logo, the View component is used as a for-
matting container, the Text component allows you to add 
text to the button, and the StyleSheet is how you style 
and position everything you add to the screen.

Now let’s build the initial view for the project that dis-
plays when the app launches. By default, the class that 
shows on launch is named after the project name. Let’s 
go ahead and rename it to something more descriptive. 
Change the class name to “HomeScreen” and then modify 
the class name in the AppRegistry at the bottom of the 
file as well. Those changes should look like this:

import React, {Component} from 'react';
import {
  AppRegistry,
  StyleSheet,
  Text,
  View,
  Image,
  StatusBar
} from 'react-native';
import {StackNavigator} from 'react-navigation';
import {Button} from 'native-base'

class HomeScreen extends Component {
  render() {
    return (
      <View style={styles.container}>
        <StatusBar barStyle='light-content' />
        <View style={styles.header}>
          <Image source=
           {require
           ('FlixSearch/images/search-logo.png')} 
           style={styles.header_img}/>
        </View>
        <View style={styles.search}>
          {/* we need a text field here */}
        </View>
        <View style={styles.btnContainer}>
          <Button light block 
           style={
           StyleSheet.flatten(styles.searchBtn)}>
             <Text>Search</Text>
          </Button>
        </View>
      </View>
    );
  }

}

const styles = StyleSheet.create({
  container: {
    flex: 1,
    justifyContent: 'center',
    alignItems: 'center',
    backgroundColor: '#CA0000',
  },
  header: {
    height: 170
  },
  header_img: {
    resizeMode: 'contain',
    height:170
  },
  search: {
    height: 100,
    padding: 40,
    flexDirection: 'row'
  },
  instructions: {
    marginTop: 30,
    color: '#FFFFFF'
  },
  btnContainer: {
    flexDirection: 'row'
  },
  searchBtn: {
    flex: 1,
    margin:40
  }
});

AppRegistry.registerComponent('FlixSearch', () => HomeScreen);

Listing 2: First iteration of index.ios.js
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At this point, if you go back to your simulator and press 
Cmd+R, your application should look like the screenshots 
from Figure 4. However, you’re not done yet. You still 
need to consider several things. How does the Home-
Screen class know what gets typed into the Underline-
TextEntry class, how do you submit the search, where do 
you load the results, and how do you navigate from the 
search screen to the results screen? Continue to the next 
section to answer these questions. 

Passing Functions as Props
Before you look at building a screen to showcase the 
results of the search, you need to make sure the data 
entered into the search field is stored and accessible. In 
this scenario, the actual data entry happens within the 
UnderlineTextEntry component. You need a way to com-
municate the entered characters back to the HomeScreen 
class because the search button that triggers the search 
action resides there. Start by setting up a function that 
takes a search term parameter and stores it so the class 
always has a reference to it. After the opening bracket 
from the HomeScreen class declaration, add the follow-
ing code:

storeSearchQuery(searchTerm) {
    this.state = {searchTerm: searchTerm}
}

This creates a function called storeSearchQuery, which 
takes an input parameter called searchTerm. When called, 
it saves the data passed by storing it within the current 
state of the class. Each class has two types of data that 
define its context: props and state. Props are passed from 
the parent and are fixed for the lifespan of the object. 

Following that, there’s an Image component displaying 
the logo. If you look at the style applied to the image 
component, you’ll notice resizeMode: contain. This tells 
the image to resize itself, maintaining its aspect ratio, 
until it fits within the containing component. This helps 
the image to fill out the screen on various-sized devices 
without cropping or clipping.

You’ll notice a comment in the code that references the 
need for a text field. It isn’t there currently because in 
order to achieve the desired style, you need to compose 
and style multiple components. Instead of doing all of that 
within the index file, let’s make a new custom component. 
Start by navigating to your project folder and creating a 
new folder called components. Save any custom compo-
nents you write into this folder. Next, create a new file 
and call it UnderlineTextEntry.js. You use a series of Na-
tiveBase components to construct this portion of the view. 

Before using NativeBase, it’s important to understand 
some best practices as dictated by the framework. For in-
stance, NativeBase has its own frame component called a 
Container. A container is structured to take three compo-
nents: header, content, and footer. Think of the content 
section like a <body> in traditional HTML development. 
Taking that into consideration, creating the underline text 
field class resembles Listing 3.

In Listing 3, notice the construction of a new class that 
returns a NativeBase container. That container has an un-
derline item composed of an icon and a text input. To-
gether these make up the text field. It’s important to note 
that NativeBase components currently only accept inline 
styling. By calling StyleSheet.flatten on the style, you can 
trick the component into thinking the style is inline, which 
helps you avoid run-time errors. Now you can switch back 
to the index file and import the new component like this:

import UnderlineTextEntry from 
'./components/UnderlineTextEntry';

Once you’ve imported it, you can use it like you would 
a standard React Native component. Simply replace the 
comment from Listing 2 with:

<UnderlineTextEntry/>

Props are passed from 
the parent and are fixed for 
the lifespan of the object. 
State can change over time to 
reflect the current context of 
the class at any given moment.

import React, {Component} from 'react';
import {StyleSheet} from 'react-native';
import {Container, Content, InputGroup, Input, 
Icon, Item} from 'native-base';

export default class UnderlineTextEntry 
extends Component {
    render () {
     return (
       <Container>
         <Content>
           <Item underline>
              <Icon active name='search'/>
              <Input 
              placeholder='Search by actor...' 
              placeholderTextColor='#FFFFFF' 
              style={StyleSheet.flatten

              (styles.searchEntry)}/>
           </Item>
         </Content>
       </Container>
      );
    }
}

const styles = StyleSheet.create({
  searchEntry: {
    color: '#FFFFFF',
    fontSize: 14
  }
});

Listing 3: Search field text entry component from UnderlineTextEntry.js
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<UnderlineTextEntry search=
{this.storeSearchQuery}/>

The next step is to call the function from the Underline 
TextEntry class to pass back the search term using the 
function reference. Navigate back to the UnderlineText 
Entry.js file. Find the <Input> component. This compo-
nent represents the actual field that takes the text input 
from the user. One issue you have to solve is how to know 
when the user is finished with their input. The first inclina-
tion is to use the search button press event as the trig-
ger to get the data from the field. However, the Underline 
TextEntry class currently has no way to know when the but-
ton is pressed, which presents another challenge to solve. 
Instead of figuring out how to send the button event to the 
text entry class and then, in turn, send the query back to 
the parent class, you can simply notify the parent class of 
any change to the field. The Input component has an on-
ChangeText event handler that triggers each time the field 
updates. You could modify it to look like the following:

<Input onChangeText={(searchTerm) => 
this.props.search(searchTerm)} 
placeholder='Search by actor...' 
placeholderTextColor='#FFFFFF' style=
{StyleSheet.flatten(styles.searchEntry)}/>

This results in the execution of the storeSearchQuery func-
tion from HomeScreen each time the field updates. On each 
update, the current content of the field gets communicated 
back to the parent and the state of the parent screen is 
updated to the most recent value. This way when the user 
eventually clicks the search button, the state variable within 
HomeScreen holds the current value of the field. 

To recap, now you have a one-screen application that 
resembles Figure 4. This screen takes in user input and 
stores it. Next, you need to set up the results screen to 
display the items found and you also need a way to navi-
gate to that screen when the user taps the search button. 

Navigation
Now that the home screen is complete, you need to set up 
the search results screen. You first need a way to get from 

State, however, can change over time to reflect the cur-
rent context of the class at any given moment (check the 
sidebar to learn more about state). By adding the search 
term to the state, you can call this.state.searchTerm 
anywhere in the class to access the search query. You’ll 
find this useful in a minute when you want to pass the 
user’s search query to the search results screen.

Now you have a function to receive the query but you 
don’t yet have anything that calls this function. You want 
the text entry from the text field class to trigger the func-
tion but because the function is within the index file, the 
UnderlineTextEntry class has no knowledge of its exis-
tence. You need to pass a reference to the function as a 
property to the text entry class. Then, in turn, it can use 
that reference to call the function and pass the needed 
data back. To pass a reference of the function to the un-
derline text entry class, you could do the following:

<UnderlineTextEntry search=
{this.storeSearchQuery.bind(this)}/>

The call to bind essentially provides context to which 
“this” it should refer to when calling the function. By 
binding it to the HomeScreen class, you tell the system 
where to look for the function when it’s called. However, 
binding within the render method isn’t the most efficient 
way to do this. It can hurt performance because a new 
function is essentially created each time render is called. 
Instead, binding the function within the class construc-
tor makes more sense, because the constructor is only 
ever executed once. Above the storeSeachQuery function 
you added earlier, add the following.

constructor(props) {
    super(props);
    this.storeSearchQuery = 
    this.storeSearchQuery.bind(this);
}

This creates the bind when the class is initialized and 
now, any time you pass the function as a parameter, that 
bind applies. In turn, this means that passing the func-
tion now looks like this:

import React, { Component } from 'react';
import {
  AppRegistry,
  StyleSheet,
  View
} from 'react-native';
import {StackNavigator} from 'react-navigation';

/** Need to import list view eventually */

export default class SearchResults extends Component {
  static navigationOptions = {
    title: 'Search Results',
    headerTitleStyle: {
      color: '#FFFFFF'
    },
    headerStyle: {
      backgroundColor: '#CA0000'
    },

    headerTintColor: '#FFFFFF'
  };

  render() {
    return (
      <View style={styles.container}>
        {/* Need a list view component here */}
      </View>
    );
  }
}

const styles = StyleSheet.create({
  container: {
    flex: 1,
    flexDirection: 'row',
    backgroundColor: '#FFFFFF',
  }
});

Listing 4: First iteration of SearchResults.js
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  Results: {screen: SearchResults},
});

When you configure the StackNavigator you initialize 
routes. The first item you define in the list loads by de-
fault. Every item you list maps a key to a screen. You can 
use those keys to trigger navigation to the screen that 
corresponds to the key. You can also configure additional 
parameters at this point, but it isn’t necessary for this 
example. Refer to the sidebar for more configuration op-
tions. 

Now you need to replace the existing root passed to the 
AppRegistry with your newly created StackNavigator. 
Scroll to the bottom of the file and change the AppRegis-
try call to look like this:

AppRegistry.registerComponent('FlixSearch',
() => FlixSearchNav);

The last step is to link the button press with a navigation 
event. When the user finishes typing a search term, the 
expectation is that the user presses the search button, 
some network interaction occurs, the application tran-
sitions to a new screen, and the corresponding results 
display. To start this process, you can modify the button 
component from Listing 2 to resemble the following:

one screen to the other. To do this, you’ll use a Stack-
Navigator from the React Navigation library that you 
installed earlier. Essentially, you’ll change the root of 
the application to a StackNavigator component instead 
of the HomeScreen component. Then, you configure the 
StackNavigator and tell it to load the home screen by de-
fault. Before doing that, let’s create the results view that 
you’ll eventually navigate to. Create a new folder called 
screens within your project directory. Inside that folder, 
create a new file called SearchResults.js. Let’s leave that 
blank for now and head back to the index file.

Within the index file, import the new screen you just cre-
ated. Go to the top of the file and under the last import 
statement, add the following.

import SearchResults from 
'./screens/SearchResults';

You need to import this file so that you have a reference to 
that class when it comes time to send the user there. Next 
you need to configure the StackNavigator that you can use 
as the application root. To do this, go to the end of the 
HomeScreen class implementation and create the object.

const FlixSearchNav = StackNavigator({
  Home: {screen: HomeScreen},

Figure 5: The search results view after a search for “Tom Cruise”

React Native Styling

To learn more about how to use 
StyleSheet to customize your 
React Native components, you 
can visit http://facebook.github.
io/react-native/releases/0.25/
docs/style.html#content. 
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import React, { Component } from 'react';
import { 
  AppRegistry, 
  StyleSheet, 
  ListView, 
  Text, 
  View, 
  Image 
} from 'react-native';

export default class SearchResultsList 
extends Component {
  constructor(props) {
    super(props);
    this.state = {
      dataSource: new ListView.DataSource({
        rowHasChanged: 
        (row1, row2) => row1 !== row2,
      }),
      loaded: false,
    };
  }

  componentDidMount() {
    this.fetchData();
  }

  /** function to query API and get results */
  fetchData() {
    /** API base URL with user search appended */
    var REQUEST_URL = 'http://netflixroulette.net/
    api/api.php?actor='
    + encodeURIComponent(this.props.searchTerm);

    fetch(REQUEST_URL)
      .then((response) => response.json())
      .then((responseData) => {
         /** update list view data source */
        this.setState({
          dataSource: this.state.dataSource.
          cloneWithRows(responseData),
          loaded: true,
        });
      })
      .done();
  }
 
  render() {
    /** load state determines view to render */
    if (!this.state.loaded) {
      return this.renderLoadingView();
    }

    /** if loading is false, show list */
    return (
      <ListView
        dataSource={this.state.dataSource}
        renderRow={this.renderRow}
        style={styles.listView}
      />
    );
  }

  /** view to display during network call */
  renderLoadingView() {
    return (
      <View style={styles.container}>

        <Text>
          Loading entries...
        </Text>
      </View>
    );
  }

  /** function called per row in the list */
  renderRow(rowData) {
    return (
      /** UI code for one row in the list view */
      <View style={styles.container}>
        <Image
          source={{uri: rowData.poster}}
          style={styles.thumbnail}
        />
        <View style={styles.rightContainer}>
          <Text style={styles.title}>
             {rowData.show_title}
          </Text>
          <Text style={styles.year}>
             {rowData.release_year}
          </Text>
          <Text numberOfLines={4} 
          style={styles.summary}>
            {rowData.summary}</Text>
          <View style={styles.tagContainer}>
            <View style={styles.categoryBubble}>
              <Text style={styles.category}>
                {rowData.category}
              </Text>
            </View>
          </View>
        </View>
      </View>
    );
  }
}

var styles = StyleSheet.create({
  container: {
    flex: 1,
    flexDirection: 'row',
    marginTop: 20,
    backgroundColor: '#FFFFFF',
  },
  rightContainer: {
    flex: 1,
    flexDirection: 'column',
    marginLeft: 8
  },
  title: {
    fontSize: 16,
    color: '#333333'
  },
  year: {
    fontSize: 12,
    color: '#999999',
    marginTop: 0
  },
  summary: {
    fontSize: 12,
    color: '#666666',
    marginTop: 6,
    marginRight:10
  },
  tagContainer: {

Listing 5: SearchResultsList.js
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called navigationOptions within the SearchResults class. 
This is a standard variable that comes packaged with the 
StackNavigator and is used explicitly for customizing the 
navigation bar for the current view. Notice that within 
the variable, you configure the view title, the color of the 
bar, the text color, and the tint of the back button. More 
customization options exist beyond what is shown here. 
Refer to the sidebar for more details.

At this point, the SearchResults class should contain a 
red navigation bar and a white view beneath it. Reload 
the application in the simulator, enter a search term, 
and press the search button. The application navigates 
to your newly created empty view. Now you’re ready for 
the last piece of the puzzle: loading and displaying the 
results.

Create a new file within your components directory and 
name it SearchResultsList.js. Let’s consider the require-
ments for this component before you dive into the code.

• Loading state: You want the view to have an initial 
loading state to indicate that it’s currently fetching 
data over the network.

• ListView state: Once the API call has returned 
data, you want to transition from the loading state 
to a state that showcases the results in a list view.

• Function to fetch data: You need a function that 
formulates the API call by appending the search 
term to the base URL and then executes the call 
and retrieves the results.

• Data source: You need to maintain the data source 
for the list view within the class state so that when 
it changes, the list view sees the changes and ren-
ders on screen to display the results.

Listing 5 shows what the completed class setup looks 
like. Let’s break it down from top to bottom. Take a 
look at the constructor for the class. Here, you initial-
ize the class’s default state. If you ever plan on chang-
ing the state of a class, it’s always a good idea to set 
the default state within the constructor. Note that the 
default state contains two properties: dataSource and 
a Boolean called loaded. The dataSource property is as-
signed to a default ListView data source. Loaded tells 
the class whether the network request has concluded or 
not. In the initialization of that data source, notice a  

<Button light block 
style={StyleSheet.flatten(styles.searchBtn)} 
onPress={() => 
this.props.navigation.navigate('Results', 
{searchTerm: this.state.searchTerm})}>
    <Text>Search</Text>
</Button>

Notice the addition of the onPress event handler. You’ve 
told the program that when the user presses the button, 
you want to execute a function. The function you told 
it to execute is this.props.navigation.navigate(), which 
is a standard function you can use with this navigation 
library to transition screens. Notice that the first argu-
ment passed to the function call is Results. This is the 
key you defined previously when setting up the StackNav-
igator. It tells the application which new screen to send 
the user to. The second argument is an array of data. This 
is optional but for this example, you need to send the 
searchTerm to the results view for inclusion in the API 
call. At this point, your index file is completely finished. 
However, if you refresh your application in the simulator, 
you get an error. This is because SearchResults.js is an 
empty file and the application expects a React compo-
nent. You’ll configure that component in this next sec-
tion.

Fetching Data Over the Network
Figure 5 depicts the search results view that you build 
in this section. This view takes in the search term, que-
ries an API to find programming that features the actor 
the user searched for, and then formats them for display 
using a React Native ListView component. First, you’ll 
set up the SearchResults.js file you created earlier. Ini-
tially, this class just contains the navigation bar at the 
top, the view title, and an empty container. Once you 
set up this base view and confirm that you can navigate 
from the HomeScreen to the SearchResults screen, you’ll 
then build a custom ListView component to add to that 
view. Listing 4 illustrates how you should initially set up 
SearchResults.js for this example. 

Let’s take a closer look at Listing 4. First, notice the 
comment placeholders that refer to the list view. You re-
place these with the actual list view component after you 
construct it. Next, notice something new that you didn’t 
see when working on the HomeScreen; a static variable 

    flex: 1,
    flexDirection: 'row',
    marginTop: 10
  },
  categoryBubble: {
    height: 26,
    backgroundColor: '#EFF3F1',
    borderRadius: 20
  },
  category: {
    flex: -1,
    fontSize: 14,
    color: '#666666',
    margin:4,
    marginLeft:10,
    marginRight:10

  },
  thumbnail: {
    flex:-1,
    width: 100,
    height: 140,
    marginLeft: 10,
    resizeMode: 'contain',
    borderWidth:8,
    borderRadius:4,
    borderColor: '#F5F5F5'
  },
  listView: {
    backgroundColor: '#FFFFFF'
  },
});

Listing 5: continued
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Who’s using React Native?

Many big companies like 
Facebook, Instagram, and AirBnb 
are already using React Native in 
production. See more companies 
using the technology here:  
http://facebook.github.io/ 
react-native/showcase.html.

file. These styles are an important part of the process and 
the views would be quite different from the depictions of 
Figure 5 without them. To learn more about the styles in 
React Native, refer to the sidebar.

You’re almost done. Let’s go back to the SearchResults.js 
file and add the list view component to the view. At the 
top of the file where the first comment is, import the file 
as follows:

import SearchResultsList from 
'../components/SearchResultsList';

Next, go into the render method, find the second com-
ment, and add the following line:

<SearchResultsList searchTerm=
{this.props.navigation.state.
params.searchTerm}/>

At this point, you can refresh the application in your 
simulator, enter an actor’s name, and hit the search but-
ton to see results. Keep in mind that you didn’t handle 
fringe cases in this example. For instance, what happens 
if the API call returns no results? What happens if some 
of the data is missing for a show? What happens if the 
user doesn’t fill in the search field before hitting search? 
These are all cases that could cause errors or crashes in 
the application. In a real-world application, you want to 
take special care in handling these situations. 

Wrapping Up
Over the course of this article, you were able to get a 
glimpse of the potential of React Native. As it contin-
ues to gain popularity, I can see many developers and 
agencies adopting it into their toolset, opting for a more 
efficient and unified stack. To learn more about the tech-
nology and to get access to additional examples, be sure 
to visit the React Native website for full API documenta-
tion. The sidebars for this article have links to additional 
resources as well.

rowHasChanged function definition. This function tells 
the list view how to identify whether or not the row has 
changed. For the sake of this example, a row has changed 
if the current row is not the same as the previous row. In 
more complex projects, you may want to refresh the view 
if only a portion of the row data changes. 

Next, notice a function called componentDidMount. This 
is a standard React Native lifecycle method that gets 
triggered as soon as the corresponding component is 
mounted. Updating the state within this method trig-
gers a re-rendering. That’s precisely what you want to 
do. By default, the loaded state of the component is 
false, meaning that the loading state view is displayed. 
Once the data is loaded, re-render the view to display the 
list view state. Because you trigger the data fetch within 
componentDidMount and that fetch, in-turn, updates the 
component’s state, the desired affect is achieved.

The next function is the data fetch method. You start by 
composing the URL that you query. The search term you 
passed to this view earlier now comes into play. You need 
to encode it and append it to the URL. Once ready, use 
the React Native Fetch API to execute the request. Once 
you receive a response, grab the data as JSON and then 
update the application state. In order to update the data 
source for the list view, you call cloneWithRows. By de-
fault, the data in the data source is immutable, so you 
can’t modify it directly. The clone method takes in the 
new data and computes a diff for each row using the row-
HasChanged method, so the ListView knows whether to 
re-render it or not. Additionally, at this point, you want 
to set the loaded state to true so that the render method 
shows the list view when it’s triggered again.

In the render method, you have two different paths de-
pending on the loading state. The renderLoadingView 
method adds a text component to the screen inform-
ing the user that the network call is in progress. If that 
method isn’t called, the default return is executed and 
the list view displays. The list view has a property called 
renderRow, which points to a function also called render-
Row. This function takes in data from the data source for 
a single row and returns the UI for that row. You essen-
tially set up a row template that’s dynamically populated 
based on the corresponding data for the row currently 
being constructed. If you want to have the movie title in 
the row’s view, for instance, and the corresponding JSON 
field for that title is called show_title, you merely have 
to say {rowData.show_title} and the information dis-
plays. This is the crux of the setup for each row. The only 
thing not mentioned is the styling at the bottom of the 

The componentDidMount 
is a standard React Native 
lifecycle method that gets 
triggered as a component 
is mounted. Updating the 
state within this method 
triggers a re-rendering of 
the corresponding view.

 Jason Bender
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Accessing Platform-Specific 
Functionalities Using 
DependencyService in Xamarin.Forms
Maintaining multiple code bases for the various mobile platforms is one of the chores that today’s developers have to contend 
with. For businesses, this translates to additional overhead that’s both costly and time-consuming. Fortunately, Microsoft has the 
solution in the form of Xamarin.Forms. Xamarin.Forms is a library of APIs that allows developers to build native apps for Android, iOS, 

and Windows completely in C#. Perhaps the most com-
pelling feature of Xamarin.Forms is its support for native 
UI—you code the user interface of your application using 
Xamarin.Forms-specific forms and controls. At runtime, 
each form and its controls are mapped to the respective 
native UI elements of each platform. This way, your ap-
plication looks like a first-class citizen. 

Although Xamarin.Forms allows you to focus on the UI 
aspects of your app development process, there are often 
times when you need to access platform-specific func-
tionalities, such as location services, hardware access 
(camera, accelerometer, etc.), speech capabilities, and 
more. In Xamarin.Forms, this is achieved using the De-
pendencyService class. 

In this article, I’ll walk you through the basics of Depen-
dencyService in Xamarin.Forms and work on a location 
service project that runs on both iOS and Android. 

Components of DependencyService
In order to use DependencyService in Xamarin.Forms, 
you need three components: 

• Interface: Defines the functionalities to be per-
formed by each respective platform

• Implementation: The implementation by each 
platform of the functionalities defined by the in-
terface 

• Registration: Each implementing class must reg-
ister with DependencyService via a metadata at-
tribute. Doing so allows the DependencyService to 
supply the correct implementation during runtime. 

Once the three components are in place, your shared 
code can explicitly call DependencyService for the imple-
mentation of the interface. Sound complicated? The fol-
lowing simple project makes it clear. 

First, using Xamarin Studio create a new Xamarin.Forms 
project and name it NativeFeatures (see Figure 1). 

Interface
Once the project’s created, observe that there are three 
projects in the solution (see the left side of Figure 2):

• NativeFeatures: contains the shared code of the ap-
plication

• NativeFeatures.Droid: contains the code for the An-
droid application

• NativeFeatures.iOS: contains the code for the iOS 
application

Let’s now add an interface file to the NativeFeatures proj-
ect (see the right side of Figure 2) and name it as IMyIn-
terface.cs. Populate it as follows:

using System;
namespace NativeFeatures
{
    public interface IMyInterface
    {
        string GetPlatformName();
    }
}

The interface file is straight-forward; it contains a meth-
od signature named GetPlatformName().

Implementation
With the interface already added in the shared code 
project, you now want to implement the interface in 
each of the platforms. Let’s add two class files named  
PlatformDetails.cs in the NativeFeatures.Droid and Na-
tiveFeatures.iOS projects (see Figure 3). 

Populate the PlatformDetails.cs in the NativeFeatures.iOS 
project as follows:

using System;

namespace NativeFeatures.iOS
{

Wei-Meng Lee
weimenglee@learn2develop.net
www.learn2develop.net
@weimenglee

Wei-Meng Lee is a technologist  
and founder of Developer 
Learning Solutions  
(http://www.learn2develop.net),  
a technology company special-
izing in hands-on training 
on the latest technologies. 
Wei-Meng has many years of 
training experiences and his 
training courses place special 
emphasis on the learning- 
by-doing approach. His hands- 
on approach to learning  
programming makes under-
standing the subject much 
easier than reading books, 
tutorials, and documentation. 
His name regularly appears in 
online and print publications 
such as DevX.com, MobiForge.
com, and CODE Magazine.

Although Xamarin.Forms 
allows you to focus on 
the UI aspects of your app 
development process,  
there are often times when 
you need to access platform-
specific functionalities. This 
is where DependencyService 
comes in.
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    public class PlatformDetails : IMyInterface
    {
        public PlatformDetails()
        {
        }

        public string GetPlatformName()
        {
            return "I am iPhone!";
        }
    }
} 

Here, you implement the IMyInterface interface and 
provide the implementation for the GetPlatformName() 
method. 

Likewise, populate the PlatformDetails.cs in the Native-
Features.Droid project as follows:

using System;

namespace NativeFeatures.Droid
{
    public class PlatformDetails : IMyInterface
    {
        public PlatformDetails()
        {
        }

        public string GetPlatformName()
        {
            return "I am Android!";
        }
    }
}

Figure 1: Creating the Xamarin.Forms project

Figure 2: The three projects in the solution (left) and adding an interface file to the shared 
code project
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Figure 3: Adding the 
implementation files to the 
Android and iOS projects Figure 4: The iOS application running on the iOS Simulator

Figure 5: The Android application running on an 
Android device

using System;

using Xamarin.Forms;

namespace NativeFeatures
{
    public class App : Application
    {
        public App()
        {
            // The root page of your application
            var content = new ContentPage
            {
                Title = "NativeFeatures",
                Content = new StackLayout
                {
                    VerticalOptions = LayoutOptions.Center,
                    Children = {
                     new Label {
                       HorizontalTextAlignment = 
                           TextAlignment.Center,
                       //Text = "Welcome to Xamarin Forms!"
                       Text = 
                         DependencyService.Get<IMyInterface>().
                         GetPlatformName()
                     }

                    }
                }
            };

            MainPage = new NavigationPage(content);
        }

        protected override void OnStart()
        {
            // Handle when your app starts
        }

        protected override void OnSleep()
        {
            // Handle when your app sleeps
        }

        protected override void OnResume()
        {
            // Handle when your app resumes
        }
    }
}

Listing 1: Calling the DependencyService from the Shared Code

Accessing Platform-Specific Functionalities Using DependencyService in Xamarin.Forms
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[assembly: Xamarin.Forms.Dependency(
    typeof(PlatformDetails))]
namespace NativeFeatures.iOS
{
    public class PlatformDetails : IMyInterface
    {
        public PlatformDetails()
        {
        }
        public string GetPlatformName()
        {
            return "I am iPhone!";
        }
    }
} 

Add the following statements in bold to the PlatformDe-
tails.cs in the NativeFeatures.Droid project:

using System;

using NativeFeatures.Droid;

Registration
Now that you have the interface and implementation for 
each platform done, how does DependencyService know 
who is implementing the interface? To allow Dependen-
cyService to know that, you need to register each imple-
menting class using a metadata attribute. This comes in 
the form of:

[assembly: Xamarin.Forms.Dependency(
   typeof(ClassName))]

This metadata attribute registers a class with Depen-
dencyService as an implementing class so that it can be 
called during runtime. 

Add the following statements in bold to the PlatformDe-
tails.cs in the NativeFeatures.iOS project:

using System;

using NativeFeatures.iOS; Figure 6: Adding the interface 
file to the shared code

using System;

using Android.Content;
using LBS.Droid;
using Xamarin.Forms;
using Android.Locations;

[assembly: Xamarin.Forms.Dependency(typeof(GetMyLocation))]
namespace LBS.Droid
{
    //---event arguments containing lat and lng---
    public class LocationEventArgs : EventArgs, 
    ILocationEventArgs
    {
        public double lat { get; set; }
        public double lng { get; set; }
    }

    public class GetMyLocation : Java.Lang.Object,
                                IMyLocation,
                                ILocationListener
    {
        LocationManager lm;

        public void OnProviderDisabled(string provider) { }

        public void OnProviderEnabled(string provider) { }

        public void OnStatusChanged(string provider,
            Availability status, Android.OS.Bundle extras)
        { }

        //---fired whenever there is a change in location---
        public void OnLocationChanged(Location location)
        {
            if (location != null)
            {
                LocationEventArgs args = 
                    new LocationEventArgs();
                args.lat = location.Latitude;
                args.lng = location.Longitude;
                locationObtained(this, args);
            };

        }

        //---an EventHandler delegate that is called when 
        // a location is obtained---
        public event EventHandler<ILocationEventArgs>
            locationObtained;

        //---custom event accessor that is invoked when client 
        // subscribes to the event---
        event EventHandler<ILocationEventArgs>
            IMyLocation.locationObtained
        {
            add
            {
                locationObtained += value;
            }
            remove
            {
                locationObtained -= value;
            }
        }

        //---method to call to start getting location---
        public void ObtainMyLocation()
        {
            lm = (LocationManager)
                Forms.Context.GetSystemService(
                    Context.LocationService);
            lm.RequestLocationUpdates(
                LocationManager.NetworkProvider,
                    0,   //---time in ms---
                    0,   //---distance in metres---
                    this);
        }

        //---stop the location update when the object is 
        // set to null---
        ~GetMyLocation()
        {
            lm.RemoveUpdates(this);
        }
    }
}

Listing 2: Implementing LBS in Android

Accessing Platform-Specific Functionalities Using DependencyService in Xamarin.Forms
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    {
        public PlatformDetails()
        {
        }

        public string GetPlatformName()

[assembly: Xamarin.Forms.Dependency(
    typeof(PlatformDetails))]
namespace NativeFeatures.Droid
{
    public class PlatformDetails : IMyInterface

Figure 10: Adding the permission key for the iOS project

Figure 9: Adding the 
implementation file for the iOS 
project

Figure 8: Adding the permission for the Android project

Figure 7: Adding the 
implementation file for  
the Android project

Accessing Platform-Specific Functionalities Using DependencyService in Xamarin.Forms
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The same application running on Android displays the 
output, as shown in Figure 5.

Implementing Location-Based  
Services (LBS) using DependencyService
What you’ve seen in the previous section is really simple. 
To better understand how DependencyService works in 
real life, let’s consider the scenario where you need to 
write an application that displays your current location. 
In this case, you have to use the location manager in 
each platform to get your location. This is a perfect ex-
ample to use DependencyService. 

For this example, let’s create a new Xamarin.Forms proj-
ect and name it LBS. As usual, let’s add an interface file 
named IMyLocation.cs to the shared code project, as 
shown in Figure 6. 

        {
            return "I am Android!";
        }
    }
}

Calling DependencyService
Finally, it’s time to put all in action! In the NativeFea-
tures.cs file located in the shared code project, add the 
statements in bold as shown in Listing 1.

The DependencyService.Get<IMyInterface>() method re-
turns the implementing class in each platform, and using 
the returned class, you then call the GetPlaformName() 
method. 

When you now deploy the application onto an iPhone Sim-
ulator, you should see the display as shown in Figure 4. 

using System;

using CoreLocation;
using LBS.iOS;

[assembly: Xamarin.Forms.Dependency(typeof(GetMyLocation))]
namespace LBS.iOS
{
    //---event arguments containing lat and lng---
    public class LocationEventArgs : EventArgs, 
    ILocationEventArgs
    {
        public double lat { get; set; }
        public double lng { get; set; }
    }

    public class GetMyLocation : IMyLocation
    {
        CLLocationManager lm;

        //---an EventHandler delegate that is called when a 
        // location is obtained---
        public event EventHandler<ILocationEventArgs>
            locationObtained;

        //---custom event accessor when client subscribes 
        // to the event---
        event EventHandler<ILocationEventArgs>
            IMyLocation.locationObtained
        {
            add
            {
                locationObtained += value;
            }
            remove
            {
                locationObtained -= value;
            }
        }

        //---method to call to start getting location---
        public void ObtainMyLocation()
        {
            lm = new CLLocationManager();
            lm.DesiredAccuracy = CLLocation.AccuracyBest;

            lm.DistanceFilter = CLLocationDistance.FilterNone;

            //---fired whenever there is a change in location---
            lm.LocationsUpdated +=
                (object sender, CLLocationsUpdatedEventArgs e) =>
                {
                    var locations = e.Locations;
                    var strLocation =
                        locations[locations.Length - 1].
                            Coordinate.Latitude.ToString();
                    strLocation = strLocation + "," +
                        locations[locations.Length - 1].
                            Coordinate.Longitude.ToString();

                    LocationEventArgs args = 
                        new LocationEventArgs();
                    args.lat = locations[locations.Length - 1].
                        Coordinate.Latitude;
                    args.lng = locations[locations.Length - 1].
                        Coordinate.Longitude;
                    locationObtained(this, args);
                };

            lm.AuthorizationChanged += (object sender,
                CLAuthorizationChangedEventArgs e) =>
            {
                if (e.Status ==
                    CLAuthorizationStatus.AuthorizedWhenInUse)
                {
                    lm.StartUpdatingLocation();
                }
            };

            lm.RequestWhenInUseAuthorization();
        }

        //---stop the location update when the object is set to 
        // null---
        ~GetMyLocation()
        {
            lm.StopUpdatingLocation();
        }
    }
}

Listing 3: Implementing LBS in iOS
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        void ObtainMyLocation();
        event EventHandler<ILocationEventArgs> 
            locationObtained;
    }

    public interface ILocationEventArgs
    {

Populate the IMyLocation.cs file as follows:

using System;
namespace LBS
{
    public interface IMyLocation
    {

using System;

using Xamarin.Forms;

namespace LBS
{
    public class App : Application
    {
        Label lblLat, lblLng;
        IMyLocation loc;

        public App()
        {
            lblLat = new Label
            {
                HorizontalTextAlignment = TextAlignment.Center,
                Text = "Lat",
            };

            lblLng = new Label
            {
                HorizontalTextAlignment = TextAlignment.Center,
                Text = "Lng",
            };

            // The root page of your application
            var content = new ContentPage
            {
                Title = "LBS",
                Content = new StackLayout
                {
                    VerticalOptions = LayoutOptions.Center,
                    Children = {
                        new Label {
                            HorizontalTextAlignment = 
                                TextAlignment.Center,
                            Text = "Current Location"

                        },
                        lblLat,
                        lblLng
                    }
                }
            };

            MainPage = new NavigationPage(content);
        }

        protected override void OnStart()
        {
            // Handle when your app starts
            loc = DependencyService.Get<IMyLocation>();
            loc.locationObtained += (object sender,
                ILocationEventArgs e) =>
            {
                var lat = e.lat;
                var lng = e.lng;
                lblLat.Text = lat.ToString();
                lblLng.Text = lng.ToString();
            };
            loc.ObtainMyLocation();
        }

        protected override void OnSleep()
        {
            // Handle when your app sleeps
        }

        protected override void OnResume()
        {
            // Handle when your app resumes
        }
    }
}

Listing 4: Calling the DependencyService in the Shared Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<manifest xmlns:android=
  "http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"
  android:versionCode="1" android:versionName="1.0" 
  package="net.learn2develop.lbs">
    <uses-sdk android:minSdkVersion="15" 
        android:targetSdkVersion="23" />

    <application android:label="LBS">
        <meta-data 
          android:name="com.google.android.geo.API_KEY"
          android:value="Your_API_Key" />
    </application>

    <uses-permission 
      android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION" />

    <uses-permission 
      android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION" />
    <uses-permission 
      android:name=
       "android.permission.ACCESS_LOCATION_EXTRA_COMMANDS" />
    <uses-permission 
      android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_MOCK_LOCATION" />
    <uses-permission 
      android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE" />
    <uses-permission 
        android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATE" /> 
    <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.INTERNET" />
</manifest> 

Listing 5: Adding the permissions and the Maps API key to the AndroidManifest.xml file
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What is Xamarin.Forms?

Xamarin.Forms is a library of APIs 
that allows developers to build 
native apps for Android, iOS, 
and Windows completely in C#. 
Perhaps the most compelling 
feature of Xamarin.Forms is 
its support for native UI—you 
code the user interface of your 
application using Xamarin.Forms-
specific forms and controls.  
At runtime, each form and  
its controls are mapped to  
the respective native UI elements  
of each platform. This way,  
your application looks like a first-
class citizen.

The ILocationListener interface is required in An-
droid; it contains the methods signature for OnPro-
viderDisabled(), OnProviderEnabled(), OnSta-
tusChanged(), and OnLocationChanged(). 

• When the shared code calls the ObtainMyLoca-
tion() method, you first obtain an instance of the 
LocationManager class. The LocationManager in 
Android provides location services. 

• You can use the LocationManager class to find 
your location using GPS or a combination of WiFi 
and cellular network (known as NetworkProvider). 
Here, I’m using the NetworkProvider. 

• Whenever a new location is found, the Location-
Manager class fires the OnLocationChanged() 
method. In this method, you’ll package the lati-
tude and longitude of the location using the Loca-
tionEventArgs class, which you’ve declared in the 
top part of the class. Once that’s done, you’ll fire 
the locationObtained event.

• You also need to create a custom event accessor 
that’s invoked when a client of the GetMyLocation 
class subscribes to the locationObtained event.

In Android, you need to add the AccessCoarseLocation 
permission to your project in order to use the Network-
Provider. Then, in the AndroidManifest.xml file of the 
LBS.Droid project, check the AccessCoarseLocation per-
mission (see Figure 8). 

        double lat { get; set; }
        double lng { get; set; }
    }
} 

In the above, the IMyLocation interface has the follow-
ing:

• ObtainMyLocation(): This method starts the loca-
tion service. 

• locationObtained: This event is fired whenever there 
is a new location reported by the location service 
on each platform. The location is passed via the 
event through an object of type IlocationEventArgs.  
The IlocationEventArgs interface defines an object 
containing two properties: lat and lng.

Implementing Location-Based Services in Android
It’s time to implement the location services in Android. 
For this, add a new Class file named GetMyLocation.cs to 
the LBS.Droid project (see Figure 7). 

Populate the GetMyLocation.cs file as shown in Listing 2. 

The code in Listing 2 does the following:

• The GetMyLocation class implements the IMyLoca-
tion and ILocationListener interfaces. 

Figure 11: The iOS application asking for permission 
to obtain user location

Figure 12: The iOS application displaying the user’s 
location
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Implementing Location-Based Services in iOS
Like the Android project, add a new Class file to the 
LBS.iOS project and name it GetMyLocation.cs (see 
Figure 9). 

Populate the GetMyLocation.cs file as shown in Listing 3. 

The code in Listing 3 is similar to that of Listing 2, ex-
cept:

• In iOS, you use the CLLocationManager class to get 
your locations.

• In iOS, you need to explicitly ask the user for per-
mission to get his/her location, and you need to 
handle the AuthorizationChanged event of the 
CLLocationManager instance. 

In the Info.plist file of the LBS.iOS project, add a new key 
as shown in Figure 10. 

Using the GetMyLocation Class
Now that the implementations for the IMyLocation in-
terface is finally done, call it in the shared code. Add 
the statements in bold to the LBS.cs file, as shown in 
Listing 4.

You are now ready to test the application. On the iPhone 
Simulator, you’ll first be asked to grant permission (see 
Figure 11). Click Allow. 

Once permission is granted, you’ll see the location dis-
played (see Figure 12). 

Likewise, on the Android, you will see the location dis-
played (see Figure 13). 

Figure 13: The Android application displaying the user’s 
location

Figure 14: Adding the Xamarin.Forms.Maps package to the three projects in the solution
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Displaying a Map
Now that you can display locations in both the iOS and 
Android apps, let’s do something more interesting. Dis-
playing the latitude and longitude isn’t cool enough—a 
better idea would be to display a map showing the cur-
rent location. In addition, when you move, you want the 
map to move as well. 

Fortunately, displaying a map in Xamarin.Forms is pretty 
simple. Just add the Xamarin.Forms.Maps package to the 
three projects in the solution (see Figure 14). 

The Xamarin.Forms.Maps package automatically displays 
Google Maps on Android devices and the Apple Maps on 
iOS devices. 

Displaying Maps in Android
In the MainActivity.cs file in the LBS.Droid project, add 
in the following statement in bold to initialize the map:

protected override void OnCreate(Bundle bundle)
{
    TabLayoutResource = Resource.Layout.Tabbar;
    ToolbarResource = Resource.Layout.Toolbar;

    base.OnCreate(bundle);

    global::Xamarin.Forms.Forms.Init(this, 
       bundle);
    Xamarin.FormsMaps.Init (this, bundle);
    LoadApplication(new App());
}

Next, you need to apply for an Android Maps API key in order 
to display the Google Maps in Android. Follow the steps below:

• Using a Web browser, go to https://code.google.com/
apis/console/.

Figure 16: Showing the user location using Apple Maps 
on iOS

Figure 15: Applying for the Google Maps Android API key
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public override bool FinishedLaunching(
UIApplication app, NSDictionary options)
    {
        global::Xamarin.Forms.Forms.Init();
        Xamarin.FormsMaps.Init();
        LoadApplication(new App());
        return base.FinishedLaunching(app, 
            options);
    }
}

Navigating the Map
You can now display the map in the UI. You’ll also move 
the map to display the current location. To do that, add 
the statements in bold from Listing 6 to the LBS.cs  
file.

• Log in using your Google account.
• Click on the CREATE PROJECT button.
• Give a name to your project and click Create.
• In the API Manager page, click the Google Maps An-

droid API link (see Figure 15).
• Click the ENABLE button at the top of the page.
• Click the Create Credentials button. You should now 

get your API key.

Add the following statements in bold to the Android 
Manifest.xml file and replace Your_API_Key with the API 
key you have just obtained (see Listing 5).

Displaying Maps in iOS
Add in the following statements in bold to the AppDel-
egate.cs file in the LBS.iOS project to initialize the map:

public class App : Application
{
    Label lblLat, lblLng;
    IMyLocation loc;

    Map map; 

    public App()
    {
        lblLat = new Label
        {
            HorizontalTextAlignment = 
                TextAlignment.Center,
            Text = "Lat",
        };

        lblLng = new Label
        {
            HorizontalTextAlignment = 
                TextAlignment.Center,
            Text = "Lng",
        };

        map = new Map(MapSpan.FromCenterAndRadius(
                        new Position(37, -122),
                        Distance.FromMiles(10)))
        {
            VerticalOptions = 
                LayoutOptions.FillAndExpand,
            BackgroundColor = Color.Blue,
            IsShowingUser = true,
        };

        // The root page of your application
        var content = new ContentPage
        {
            Title = "LBS",
            Content = new StackLayout
            {
                //VerticalOptions = 
                //    LayoutOptions.Center,
                Children = {
                    new Label {
                        HorizontalTextAlignment = 
                            TextAlignment.Center,
                        Text = "Current Location"
                    },

                    lblLat,
                    lblLng,
                    map
                }
            }
        };
        MainPage = new NavigationPage(content);
    }

    protected override void OnStart()
    {
        // Handle when your app starts
        loc = DependencyService.Get<IMyLocation>();
        loc.locationObtained += (object sender,
        ILocationEventArgs e) =>
        {
            var lat = e.lat;
            var lng = e.lng;
            lblLat.Text = lat.ToString();
            lblLng.Text = lng.ToString();

            var position = new Position(lat, lng);
            map.MoveToRegion(
                MapSpan.FromCenterAndRadius(
                new Position(position.Latitude, 
                             position.Longitude),
                Distance.FromMiles(1)));
        };

        loc.ObtainMyLocation();
    }

    protected override void OnSleep()
    {
        // Handle when your app sleeps
    }

    protected override void OnResume()
    {
            // Handle when your app resumes
    }
}

Listing 6: Adding the code to display and move the map
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When you now run the application on the iPhone simula-
tor, you’ll be able to see the map (see Figure 16). What’s 
more, the map will move whenever the location changes.

Similarly, you’ll see the map on the Android device (see 
Figure 17). 

Summary
In this article, you learned how DependencyService works 
and how you can use it to access platform-specific fea-
tures. DependencyService is a very useful (and neces-
sary) technology as it bridges the gaps left by Xamarin.
Forms.

Figure 17: Showing the user location using Google Maps 
on Android
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Azure Skyline:  
Data in Cloud Applications
If you’ve been following the industry in the last few years, you know that it’s moving steadily toward the cloud, steadily toward 
services, and steadily toward containers. It’s all very exciting and it all makes sense economically and in terms of development 
and deployment speeds. The movement is reducing maintenance headaches and allowing new apps to be created faster

by reusing existing services and adding smaller, new 
ones. But what’s the story for data?

If you’re writing services (containerized or not), chances 
are that you’re the one working with the data. In the past, 
especially if you work on a lot of line-of-business applica-
tions like I do, working with data often meant connecting 
to SQL Server or perhaps some other relational database. 
But not all data is a good fit for a relational database and 
many modern applications, even line-of-business appli-
cations, are taking advantage of other ways to store data 
that are more appropriate for their needs. In addition, 
not every team that built a company’s existing services 
used the same data storage. It’s not at all uncommon 
to find two, three, four or more separate data stores at 
work. Some connect data between them and some don’t.

This article follows a project through a series of develop-
ment teams, updates, new modules, and choices about 
how and where to store its data. It’s instructive as a 
story of typical modern system development where a 
small, simple app scaled and grew into a large, 24 x 7 
x 52 system.

The GolfTracker App
Unfortunately, none of my clients are keen on me pub-
lishing the details of the applications that are crucial 

to their business, so a while back, a small team created 
an app that isn’t proprietary. Over time, it evolved and 
grew. Because many of us at CODE play golf, the app was 
called GolfTracker and we used it mainly for demonstra-
tions and training. The project started as an Angular Web 
application calling Web API services (in this case, writ-
ten in .NET Core and running in Linux Docker containers) 
against a NoSQL back-end that was written in a few days. 
From there it grew. And grew. Here’s a brief description 
of GolfTracker.

The “Portal” section of the app shown in Figure 1 al-
lows administrators to manage golf clubs (the kind you 
belong to, not the kind you swing) and golfers, shown in 
Figure 2. Golf clubs can have one or more golf courses 
and each course can have multiple sets of tee boxes to 
play from (tees). Each set of tees has a different yard-
age, slope, and rating so that playing the same hole from 
a different tee is almost like playing a completely dif-
ferent hole. That means that there’s a three-level-deep 
hierarchy where golf clubs have golf courses which have 
tees. A golfer is just a name, a handicap, and an ID that’s 
registered with the system.

When a golfer plays a round, he specifies which club, 
course, and tee he played and what he shot for the round. 
The system uses the metrics for the tee along with the 
golfer’s handicap to calculate a net score that’s stored 
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Figure 1: GolfTracker Angular website
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along with the raw score for the round. All of the infor-
mation used to calculate the net score is stored with the 
round because golf courses often change as holes are 
modified, re-measured, and re-rated. This means that for 
a round, there’s a five-level-deep hierarchy where golfers 
have rounds at golf clubs, at particular golf courses, and 
on tees. In the app, the data is flattened to a four-level-
deep hierarchy where the golf course contains information 
about the golf club that it’s part of, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Golfers’ rounds are stored with all the information used to calculate the net score.

Figure 3: The JSON schema for a round of golf.

Document Data
As you can see, this is not a simple sample applica-
tion that does basic Create, Read, Update, and Delete 
(CRUD) operations. Because of the requirement that all 
data pertinent to a round of golf be frozen in time when 
the round is entered, a NoSQL database was chosen over 
a relational database. The original application was writ-
ten against MongoDB, which, if you’re not familiar with 
it, is a popular, free, open source, NoSQL, Document 
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storing rounds as it added complexity by requiring four 
related tables just to store rounds and the retrieve-and-
save operations required extra code to roll up and unroll 
the hierarchy each time. On the other hand, it made the 
maintenance of clubs, courses, and tees more robust, 
as discussed earlier. The only change the team made 
was the introduction of primary keys for child tables so 
they could link child records to their parents. The keys 
weren’t required in the Document Database as the child 
data was part of the JSON document. The new IDs didn’t 
cause any problems with the MongoDB implementation 
because having a primary key for each child record au-
tomatically added one more property to the child record 
representation in the JSON document, which MongoDB 
automatically stored and otherwise ignored. Because 
GolfTracker is a training aid, it was also nice to have 
two back-ends to choose from and see the implementa-
tions of.

Multiple Data Stores
Next, the team was tasked with porting rounds data to 
Document DB. Document DB is an Azure PAAS offering 
of a Document Database, similar to MongoDB. Because 
it’s a platform offering instead of requiring VMs, it was 
substantially cheaper than a VM, costing only about $35/
month when turned down to its lowest performance lev-
el. The team re-wrote the services for rounds one more 
time for Document DB. It wasn’t difficult because, like 
MongoDB, it required fewer and simpler calls than SQL 
Server. Although you might be thinking that the team 
should have used a data repository layer to save coding 
time and re-use the service code, you have to remember 
that the team was tasked with building micro services, 
which means services that are independently developed 
and deployed without dependencies across projects. In 
fact, it took the team less time to develop and deploy 
each set of services from scratch than they estimated to 
build a repository layer with multiple configuration and 
deployment pipelines for each service, plus the code is 
simpler, and there aren’t any dependencies among the 
services.

At this point, the app was using Azure SQL Database 
services to store and maintain the club, course, and tee 
information with robust support for concurrent users 
and Document DB services for storing and maintaining 
rounds. The app now had the best of both worlds for a 
reasonable monthly cost and, in this case, the change 
had zero impact on the Web application.

Data Store Options
Not long after the implementation of Document DB, Mi-
crosoft rolled out a new feature of Document DB that 
provided API compatibility with MongoDB; which is a 
complicated way of saying that you can create a Docu-
ment DB database in Azure that looks to all the world 
like it’s a MongoDB database. Although you must choose 
this option up front when creating a new database and 
can’t switch back and forth, you can now choose between 
Document DB and MongoDB when you need a PAAS Docu-
ment Database in Azure. A new team was tasked with cre-
ating a new Document DB configured to use the MongoDB 
API and test the original MongoDB services against it. 
The whole process took a couple of hours and GolfTracker 

Database, which means that it stores JSON files and in-
dexes their contents. MongoDB databases can be scaled 
to massive size because they can be spread out across 
fault-tolerant clusters of computers, each maintaining 
its own part of the database, called a partition. Because 
all related data is stored as a single document, there 
isn’t a need for transactions that span multiple actions, 
although the database can support transactions. Be-
cause all of the data for the round had to be copied and 
stored as a set, this was a perfect choice and no matter 
how popular the system gets, it will never outgrow the 
database. 

Because the rounds were going to be stored in Mon-
goDB, the team decided to store the rest of the infor-
mation there as well. Because club, course, and tee 
information isn’t entered or updated all that often and 
doesn’t contain all that much data, a simple JSON docu-
ment for each club including all its courses and tees was 
a simple and effective way to store the data. On the plus 
side, it only required one simple service call to retrieve 
all of the data for a club and another simple call to 
save. On the minus side, just adding a single new tee 
to an existing course means that all of the data for the 
entire club is sent back to the database to do a save. If 
more than one save is going on at a time, the last save 
wipes out all of the changes from the previous save. For 
example, if a co-worker just added a new golf course to 
the club, my saving a new tee could make his new golf 
course disappear. All things considered, this wasn’t a 
bad choice for a small app, but if the app ever needs 
to support lots of concurrent users maintaining lots of 
clubs, courses, and tees, a team would either have to 
come up with a mechanism for keeping users from step-
ping on one-another’s toes or move that data into a 
traditional relational database like Azure SQL Database 
where they can retrieve and update clubs, courses and 
tees individually instead of as an entire set.

Relational Data
Once the initial development was done, the Web app, 
data, and services were deployed to a test site in the 
cloud. It was there the team noticed that MongoDB can 
be expensive in the cloud, especially in Azure where, at 
that time it required them to either spin up and maintain 
their own virtual machines (there are plenty of ready-
made images that already have the latest MongoDB in-
stalled and configured for a new VM) or rent a MongoDB 
installation from a third party in the Azure Marketplace. 
It’s not that MongoDB is particularly expensive so much 
that it wasn’t offered as a Platform As A Service (PAAS) 
offering in Azure. VMs are one of the most expensive 
things you can run in any cloud, both in terms of monthly 
cost and the time and effort required to configure and 
maintain them. It was going to cost a couple hundred 
dollars a month to run a VM solely to run the database. 
That’s not a big deal for a large commercial site, but it 
was a lot of money for a sample application that doesn’t 
generate any income. 

The team knew that they could create a new set of ser-
vices for the application that used Azure SQL Database 
(essentially SQL Server in the cloud) for as little as $5/
month and scale it up as necessary if and when the site 
became popular. Azure SQL was not the best choice for 

Figure 4: Grid to record how 
close a shot came to its target.
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example, to see if they can find the best way to play a 
certain hole), they can easily get to the data.

Using Azure SQL Database for the golf club, course, and 
tee information as well as the golfers was the best choice 
for that part of the app. Using Document DB (or Mon-
goDB) for storing the rounds was the best choice for that 
part of the app (The app just copies the data retrieved 
from Azure SQL into the JSON document for the round 
and saves it in Document DB, never to change). Using 
Azure Table Storage was the right choice for storing 
strokes. 

BLOB Data
What about the pictures though? Although the team 
could have chosen to store pictures in a database, there 
are better places to put them. The team chose Azure 
BLOB Storage (ABS). With ABS, they put the pictures into 
an unlimited amount of extremely cheap BLOB storage, 
giving each picture a unique name to retrieve it by. The 
services write that name (or names) into the stroke infor-
mation to link the picture(s) to the stroke. When retriev-
ing data, the UI mobile app developers could choose to 
delay the download of the images until after the screen 
comes up or not download them at all if the connection 
is slow or the user doesn’t want to see them. The Web app 
can simply download the pictures like any other image on 
the Web. When the mobile or Web app wants a picture, it 
doesn’t have to be sent through a service; the caller can 
get a custom URL to download from that expires after 
a few minutes so that the pictures are kept private and 
don’t have permanent, public links. The service can re-
turn the image directly or via a URL, depending on what 
the calling app prefers.

Summary
In this article, I’ve taken a look at a real modern Web 
application that was deployed to the cloud. As the app 
evolved, the team swapped out a NoSQL database for 
a relational database with minimal impact on the Web 
application. They split the data across a NoSQL and a 
relational database, each suited to a different type of 
data, in a single app. Another team built a new mobile 
application that used some of the same data used by 
the Web app and some new data stored in a simple, flat 
database. A team updated the Web app to take advan-
tage of some of the data now available from the mobile 
app. The various teams decided on a variety of inexpen-
sive, high performance, highly scalable PAAS offerings 
from Azure to store various parts of the data: Azure SQL 
Database for the relational data, Document DB for the 
document data, Azure Table Storage for large quantities 
of flat data, and Azure BLOB Storage for pictures. Each 
change was relatively easy to design, build, and deploy as 
the apps, services, and data stores were independent of 
one another. It’s not unusual for modern applications to 
change and develop extremely quickly or to have multiple 
data stores. I hope this example has helped you under-
stand some of the options you have for storing data in 
the cloud and, as application development continues to 
evolve, how data fits into the modern landscape.

could now run against either DocumentDB or MongoDB 
to hold the round data.

Adding the Mobile App
The next step toward world domination for GolfTracker 
was to add a mobile application that golfers can use to 
record their rounds as they play. Not just the number 
of strokes, but details about each stroke they take (as 
many advanced golfers do). Then later, they can go back 
and see whether they hit short or long, left or right, 
which clubs they used, etc. When starting a new round, 
the user selects the golf club, golf course, and tee, then 
records each stroke after they take it, noting the dis-
tance to the pin (calculated automatically by Location 
services on the device), club used, and where the ball 
landed in relation to their target. They can even add 
notes and take pictures if they want. We assume that 
pictures will be used mainly for putts, but there will also 
be a lot of other memorable lies someone may want a 
picture of. At the end of a round, the mobile app writes 
the new round information into the existing system so 
that it shows up on the Web application. The plan was 
for the existing Web app to stay just as it was, until 
the mobile app launched. Then it would be updated so 
that golfers could select a round and see the individual 
strokes that were recorded.

Once the golfer has played a few rounds, the mobile app 
begins guessing at the club to be used on the upcoming 
stroke based on the golfer’s past performance. The golfer 
can always change the club, but this frees him up from 
having to select one most of the time. All the golfer has 
to do after hitting a shot is indicate how he did in com-
parison to the target by clicking on an on-screen grid like 
the one in Figure 4.

After the user visually verifies the club used and distance 
to the hole, he can add notes or photos if he wants. The 
golfer can always scroll forward or backward through the 
strokes and holes, and there’s a Home button to take him 
to the next stroke. Additionally, if a golfer has played 
the same course before with GolfTracker, he can look at 
his previous shots and how his previous attempts panned 
out. 

Flat Data
After working with the mobile app development team, 
looking at the requirements for the mobile app, it was 
clear to the services team that adding data for 70–100 
strokes per hole was not going to be a good fit with the 
document databases that had been used up to this point. 

Because the app will potentially track millions of strokes 
and because it would normally only look up the stroke 
data for an individual golfer (or golfer plus a particular 
round) the team found that they didn’t need a lot of fan-
cy features when storing the data. They decided on the 
most inexpensive way to store this type of data: Azure 
Table Storage (ATS). ATS is non-relational and you only 
get one, or at most, two good ways to index the data, 
but they didn’t need more than that. On the plus side, 
ATS was extremely inexpensive compared to relational or 
document databases and, if the team later needs to do 
some big data analysis or machine learning on it (say, for 

 Mike Yeager
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Use Your Words: Getting Familiar with 
Speech Synthesis Markup Language
Thanks to the growing popularity of voice-enabled home assistant devices like Amazon Echo and Google Home, more attention 
is being paid to voice-enabling every day applications and devices. But voice technology is nothing new. Speech Synthesis 
Markup Language (SSML) has actually been around for quite some time.

What is SSML?
Speech Synthesis Markup Language (SSML) is an XML-
based markup language, used in the generation of speech 
in a range of applications, including Windows, mobile, 
Web, and Internet of Things (IoT) devices. SSML gives 
developers and content creators the ability to not only 
generate speech, but also control the finer aspects, such 
as pronunciation, inflection, pitch, and more. This is also 
known as “prosody,” and I’ll get to that in just a moment.

Prosody
Prosody (from the Latin prosidia) refers to the patterns of 
stress and intonation in a language. In the context of SSML, 
prosody is an element with six optional attributes: pitch, con-
tour, range, rate, duration, and volume. Not all implementa-
tions of SSML include support for all attributes; for example, 
Amazon’s Alexa Voice Service only supports the rate, pitch, and 
volume attributes, so I’ll go into those in more detail below.

The rate attribute controls the speed of speech, and can 
contain one of the following five predefined values: x-slow, 
slow, medium, fast, and x-fast.

<speak>
  <prosody rate="x-slow">Sometimes I speak very
  very slowly</prosody>.

  I can also speak normally, and sometimes

  <prosody rate="x-fast">I also speak very very
  quickly</prosody>.
</speak>

You can also use a percentage value. Anything below 
100% slows down the speech, and values above 100% 
speed it up. Anything outside of the prosody tags auto-
matically reverts to normal speech, but you can always 
specify the default rate as well, for clarity.

<speak>
  <prosody rate="50%">This is slow</prosody>
  <prosody rate="100%">and</prosody>
  <prosody rate="150%">this is fast</prosody>.
</speak>

The pitch attribute raises or lowers the tone of the 
speech. Much like the rate attribute, you have five pre-
defined values: x-low, low, medium, high, and x-high. You 
can also use a percentage value (ranging from -33.3% up 
to +50%) for more precise control.

<speak>
  <prosody pitch="+50%">This is high</prosody>

  and
  <prosody pitch="-33.3%">this is low</prosody>.
</speak>

Finally, the volume attribute controls (surprise!) the vol-
ume of the speech. This time, you have six predefined val-
ues: silent, x-soft, soft, medium, loud, and x-loud. You can 
also provide a positive or negative amount to increase (or 
decrease) the relative volume. That last part is important. 
You aren’t assigning a fixed volume, but changing it rela-
tive to the current volume. For more info on decibels (dB) 
as a comparative unit of measure, be sure to check out this 
Wikipedia article: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decibel. 

<speak>
  <prosody volume="x-soft">A whisper.</prosody>
  <prosody volume="x-loud">I'm loud.</prosody>
  <prosody volume="-6dB">Half as loud.</prosody>
</speak>

In addition to Prosody, SSML relies on the phoneme ele-
ment to handle the articulation of the vowel and conso-
nant sounds in spoken language. 

Because these are all attributes of the <prosody> tag, they 
can be combined to produce some interesting effects.

<speak>
  <prosody rate="150%" 
           pitch="+50%" 
           volume="x-soft">
    A fast, high pitched whisper!
  </prosody>
</speak>

Phonemes
A phoneme (from the French word phonème) is the small-
est unit of speech, and distinguishes one sound from an-
other within a language. The number of phonemes var-
ies by language, usually ranging from 20 to around 60, 
and is considered to be the building block of all spoken 
languages. Sign language has phonemes too, but in the 
form of gestures, rather than utterances.    

Example: The words hat, rat, cat, sat, fat and bat begin 
with the letters h, r, c, s, f, and b respectively, each of 
which is a consonant, and also represent a unique pho-
neme in the English language. Phonemes can also be rep-
resented by more than one letter, such as the ch sound in 
chair, or the ph in phone.  

In the context of SSML, a phoneme is an element with 
two attributes: alphabet (optional) and ph (required).
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Using HTML Formatting 
Between Your <speak> Tags.

You can use the HTML standard 
paragraph tags (<p>…</p>) 
inside your <speak> tags if that 
feels more natural to you. They 
will be interpreted as x-strong 
pauses. 

Additionally, your text may be 
broken up by using an <s> tag at 
the beginning of each sentence, 
although a period is parsed  
the same way.

weak, strong, and x-strong. Weak is roughly equivalent to 
the pause you would make after a comma, and strong and 
x-strong represent sentence and paragraph breaks.

<speak>
  This <break time="200ms"/> is known as 
    <break time="2s"/> the Shatner pause.

  This <break strength="weak"/> is a comma 
    length pause followed by a <break 
    strength="x-strong"/>paragraph pause. 
</speak>

The emphasis element supports a level attribute with 
three values: strong, moderate, and reduced. Greater em-
phasis has the effect of increasing the volume and slow-
ing the rate of the speech. 

<speak>
  I <emphasis level="strong">really</emphasis>
  Like pepperoni on my pizza. 
</speak>

Interpreting Text with Say-As
The last element I’ll introduce here is incredibly useful: the 
say-as tag. This gives direction to the speech parser on 
how it should interpret your text. It’s supported by two 
attributes: interpret-as and the date specific format.

The interpret-as attribute supports a broad set of op-
tions, including but not limited to the following:

• spell-out: spells out each letter of the word
• digits: speaks each digit of a number separately
• date: treats the value as a date, can be formatted 

with the format attribute
• telephone: speaks 7 or 10 digit values as a tele-

phone number 
• expletive: replaces the text within the say-as tag 

with a “bleep” 

The format attribute converts text to a date based on the 
following options: mdy (month, day, year), dmy, ymd, or 
any combination of the three (such as md, ym, y, d, etc.). 

Testing and Implementation
If you want to test the SSML markup in this article, you have 
(at least) four options currently: the SSML Markup Tester, the 
Amazon Alexa Skills Kit Voice Simulator, Amazon Polly, and of 
course good old C# .NET. In this section, I’ll show you three 
tools to test your SSML and then finish up with a small project 
that shows you how to implement (and test) it in .NET.

SSML Markup Tester
This one is located at http://bit.ly/2r3ET2D. It’s pretty 
simple, although I’ve found that it does occasionally get 
confused after using it a lot in one session. To use it, 
paste your snippet in the textbox at the top, and click 
the Speak button at the bottom, as shown in Figure 1. 
It’s free, and doesn’t require any additional sign up for 
configuration, but it can be a little buggy.

If you’re pasting in a complete snippet with <speak> 
tags, you don’t need to select anything else, but if you’re 
only pasting the phonetic symbols, be sure to check the 

The alphabet attribute specifies a dictionary of symbols 
that represent sounds. You can specify IPA, which stands 
for the International Phonetic Alphabet. You can also 
specify a vendor-specific dictionary, in the event that 
you’re providing speech support on custom hardware. For 
Amazon’s Alexa, you can also use x-sampa which is the 
Extended Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic Alphabet. 

The ph attribute specifies a string containing phonemes to 
provide a pronunciation key for words and short phrases.

For example, the following snippet shows the phonetic 
pronunciation for tomato. 

<speak>
  <phoneme alphabet="ipa" ph="toʊ 'meɪ toʊ"> 
    tomato 
  </phoneme>
</speak>

Here’s a differing pronunciation of the same word.

<speak>
  <phoneme alphabet="ipa" ph=="toʊ 'mɑ toʊ">
    tomato
  </phoneme>
</speak>

Most of the symbols aren’t very intuitive by themselves, 
but there’s a great reference available online. This chart 
shows each symbol in the IPA alphabet, how the sound 
is made, and plays the sound if you click on the symbol: 
http://bit.ly/1HkctUu. 

Keep in mind that these tags aren’t mutually exclusive. To 
build on the previous example, you can nest <phoneme> 
tags inside your <prosody> tags, giving you significant 
control over the pronunciation of your text.

<speak>
  <prosody rate="150%" 
           pitch="+50%" 
           volume="x-soft">
    <phoneme alphabet="ipa" ph="toʊ 'mʊ toʊ">
      A fast, high pitched, whispered tomato.
    </phoneme>
  </prosody>
</speak>

Breaks and Emphasis
In speaking, when you REALLY need to make a point, you 
can inject a pause for dramatic effect, or emphasize a 
specific word. This is accomplished by the break and em-
phasis elements, respectively.

The break element can take a strength attribute or a time 
attribute. The strength attribute can accept values of none, 

Most of the symbols  
aren’t very intuitive,  
but there’s a great reference 
available online. 
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issue of this magazine. If you don’t have a print edition 
handy, you can also find it online at http://bit.ly/2qUNeIR. 

You can paste your SSML markup directly into the Voice 
Simulator textbox and click the Listen button. There 
aren’t any dialect or configuration options, and it’s only 
spoken in Alexa’s voice, but if you’re developing an Alexa 
Skill, it’s the way to go.

Amazon Polly
Amazon Polly is available at https://console.aws.ama-
zon.com/polly/. It’s free, but requires you to create an 
Amazon AWS account (also free) if you don’t already have 
one. Once you’re signed in, you’ll be presented with a va-

Wrap text with SSML <speak> box first. The “Microsoft 
Anna—English (United States) (en-US)” synthesizer 
works great, but I’ve had mixed results with the various 
Google synthesizer options.  

Amazon Alexa Skills Kit Voice Simulator
The second option, which is especially appealing if you’re 
developing for Alexa, is the Amazon Alexa Skills Kit Voice 
Simulator. Getting to this one is a bit more complicated, 
and because it’s only available as part of the skill submis-
sion process (see Figure 2), I can’t link to it directly. 

Fortunately for you, I’ve written a comprehensive guide to 
developing Alexa Skills, which was in the Mar/Apr 2017 

Figure 1: The SSML Markup Tester

Figure 2: The Amazon Alexa Skills Kit Voice Simulator

Use Your Words: Getting Familiar with Speech Synthesis Markup Language
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3. Add the following line at the top, to take advantage 
of the reference you just added:

using System.Speech.Synthesis;

4. Add the following code inside the Main() method:

using (var synth = new SpeechSynthesizer())
{
    // Configure the audio output. 
    synth.SetOutputToDefaultAudioDevice();

    var text = new PromptBuilder();
    text.AppendSsmlMarkup("<say-as interpret-as 
    = \"characters\"> Hello World! </say-as>");

    synth.Speak(text);
}

5. Hit F5 and run your new speech-enabled application!

Feel free to experiment with the various tags covered in 
this article, as they’re all part of the SSML standard. For 
more information on specific .NET implementation and 
the Speech.Synthesis namespace, be sure to take a look 
at the Microsoft documentation, which you can find here: 
http://bit.ly/2qhtUT6. 

That’s it for this issue. Thanks for reading!

riety of voices and languages to choose from (as shown in 
Figure 3.)

A cool feature of Amazon Polly is that it can also take 
your SSML content and generate MP3 files for you to 
download and use elsewhere. 

If you’re primarily interested in voice-enabling your .NET ap-
plications, the next section will be the most appealing to you.

Using SSML in Your .NET Applications
Last, but certainly not least, you can always incorporate 
SSML directly into your .NET applications, thanks to the 
System.Speech.Synthesis namespace. Much like the on-
line tools, you’ll use the IPA alphabet and the full range 
of supported tags you’ve just learned.

To illustrate how this works, I’ll build a simple Console Ap-
plication that reads a string of SSML and speaks it aloud.

1. Fire up Visual Studio (any version) and create a Con-
sole Application. I named mine SpeechTest.

2. Once you have your console application loaded, 
right-click on references in the Solution Explorer 
window and click Add reference. Check the box next 
to System.Speech and hit the OK button.

Figure 3: Amazon Polly

A cool feature of Amazon  
Polly is that it can take  
your SSML content and 
generate MP3 audio files  
for you to download and  
use elsewhere.

 Chris G. Williams
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Beta Test Your iOS Applications  
Using TestFlight
Delivering bug-free software on the first iteration is an impossible task. No matter how much time and preparation you put into 
architecting your application, there will undoubtedly be issues that you didn’t predict or foresee. Brian Kernighan (a contributing 
developer to Unix and co-author of AWK) once said, “Debugging is twice as hard as writing the code in the first place.

Therefore, if you write the code as cleverly as possible, 
you are, by definition, not smart enough to debug it.” 

Most software projects have teams and resources dedi-
cated to quality assurance and testing applications to 
make sure they’re market ready. Even with specialized 
teams and sizeable QA budgets, many applications still 
launch with bugs. It’s unavoidable and very much a part 
of the software lifecycle, so much so that users have even 
grown accustomed to it. How many times have you seen 
an app update in iTunes with an update description that 
reads “Bug Fixes”?

Just because it’s not feasible to avoid these issues doesn’t 
mean you don’t still take precautions to combat them. 
Using real-world users to put your application through 
real-world use cases is a great way to uncover issues, and 
also gives you an avenue to collect feedback. Beta tests 
provide an avenue to gather data and catalogue bugs in a 
closed or open environment, and without the same level 
of risk that you undertake in a hard launch scenario. 

Mobile services like HockeyApp and Crashlytics provide 
different ways to run beta tests within the Apple eco-
system, but TestFlight stands out in particular because 
it’s directly integrated with the Apple iOS development 
environments. In this article, you’ll take a look at how to 
provision and deploy a beta version of your application 
using the TestfFight platform and what benefits you can 
gain from doing so.

How Does TestFlight Work?
If you’ve ever built or deployed an iOS application, you likely 
know the headaches that the Apple provisioning system can 
cause. Admittedly this process has improved dramatically 
over the years, but it can still very much trip developers up 

if they don’t understand the procedure. Additionally, you 
probably know that in order to deploy a version of the ap-
plication to a test device, the UDID of that device must be 
embedded in the provisioning certificates. UDID stands for 
“Unique Device Identifier” and is used mainly to prevent un-
authorized distribution of an application outside of an of-
ficial Apple-approved channel, such as iTunes. 

The UDID issue, however, is a barrier to running a suc-
cessful beta test. Logistically, it’s not feasible to request 
the UDIDs for potentially hundreds or even thousands of 
beta testers, especially because acquiring your UDID is no 
simple feat. TestFlight addresses this problem by offering 
two beta testing options, depending on the size and scope 
of the test you want to run. For smaller tests of 25 indi-
viduals or fewer, you can run a private internal beta and if 
you wish to run a larger scale test, TestFlight has an open 
beta option that supports up to 2,000 testers. However, 
the latter method does require a submission and approval 
process with Apple but, in exchange, bypasses the need for 
the user’s UDID.

Regardless of the option you choose, TestFlight offers 
similar mechanisms for getting feedback from your testers. 
When you set up the application for TestFlight, you provide 
a support email address. All user-generated feedback and 
bugs get funneled into that provided email address. In or-
der to submit an issue, the tester uses the main TestFlight 
app interface that corresponds with your application. 

As you receive feedback, you’ll likely want to iterate and 
deploy changes and fixes. TestFlight gives you the option 
to upload additional builds and automatically notifies 
your test group when the build is active. Additionally, the 
interface shows you status indicators that correspond to 
each individual tester:

• Notified: The user has received an email from the 
TestFlight system inviting them to test the build.

• Accepted: The user has accepted the TestFlight in-
vitation.

• Testing: Indicates that the user has downloaded 
the beta build of the application.Figure 1: Builds that you upload from XCode appear here within the iTunes Connect portal.

TestFlight has an open beta 
option that supports up to 
2,000 testers and only requires 
an email address for each 
test user. 
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Uploading a Build to iTunes 
Connect

For more detailed information on 
how to upload an archived build 
to iTunes Connect to test, refer 
to: https://developer.apple.com/
library/content/documentation/
IDEs/Conceptual/
AppDistributionGuide/Uploading 
YourApptoiTunesConnect/
UploadingYourAppto 
iTunesConnect.html#//apple_ref/
doc/uid/TP40012582-CH36

• Marketing URL: where your test group can go to 
learn more

• Privacy Policy URL: link to the application’s Privacy 
Policy

To modify any of the previously mentioned items, select 
one of the builds from the “All Builds” list. Once having 
done that, you’ll see “Test Information,” as demonstrat-
ed in Figure 2.

Once you’ve edited the test information to your liking, 
you’re ready to start inviting users to test the applica-
tion. This is where the process forks into the two dif-
ferent use cases discussed earlier. If you wish to run an 
internal test, read the following section. If you’d rather 
run an external test, skip the next section and head to 
step 3b.

Step 3a: Running an Internal Test
In order to be an internal tester, a user must be a part of 
the corresponding iTunes Connect team with one of the 
following roles: Admin, Technical, App Manager, Devel-
oper, or Marketer. You can set up individuals and invite 
them to the team using the “Users and Roles” section of 
the portal, which is accessible from the grid screen you 
see when you first log in. Invitations to join the team 
don’t automatically set up those individuals to test your 
application. To do that, you need to go back into your ap-
plications and find the TestFlight tab located next to the 
Activities tab you accessed previously. Once there, select 
“Internal Testing,” as shown in Figure 3.

Users with a Testing status will also have a “latest build” 
indicator that allows you to see what version they cur-
rently have installed. That information’s useful when try-
ing to debug an issue submitted by the specific user. Ad-
ditional metrics available include how many days are left 
on the current active test, the total number of installs, 
and the total number of sessions. 

Working with TestFlight
As mentioned previously, there are two different process-
es for creating and deploying a TestFlight build for beta 
testing. You can create either an internal or an external 
test, depending specifically on your needs. Regardless of 
which option you choose, the first few steps involved in 
the process are identical. The next few sections walk you 
through the shared steps and then branch out to explain 
the subtle differences between the two set ups.

Step 1: Upload a Build
In order to beta test a build, you must get a build from 
your development environment into the iTunes Connect 
interface. You can do this using XCode, but first you need 
to set up an application record within iTunes Connect. 
When you log into the portal, you’re presented with a 
grid of icons. To get started adding an application record, 
click on the icon corresponding to “My Apps” and then 
click the “+” icon. Fill in the respective information and 
click Create. 

Once that’s done, you can return to XCode and create 
an archived build. You’ll need proper provisioning setup 
to do this. XCode usually handles the provisioning on 
simpler builds, but if you need more assistance with this 
portion of the process, refer to the sidebar for more de-
tails. To create an archived build, set your test device 
to generic and then go to Product > Archive. Once that 
process completes successfully, you end up at the orga-
nizer screen displaying the archived build that you just 
generated. To the right of that build, you’ll see a blue 
button that says, “Upload to App Store…”. You need to 
complete this upload procedure in order to get the build 
into iTunes Connect. There’s more detail on the intrica-
cies of that process in the sidebar as well. 

Once the build has uploaded, you can log in to iTunes 
Connect to verify that it was received. Figure 1 demon-
strates where you can find the build you just uploaded. 
Builds go into a “processing” state when first uploaded 
and it can take anywhere from several minutes to several 
hours for the build to finish processing. You can’t use the 
build in a beta test until it has completed the processing 
phase. 

Step 2: Add Metadata for Your Application
Once you’ve uploaded a build and located it in the Activ-
ity pane as illustrated in Figure 1, you can modify the 
metadata associated with the application. This metadata 
contains useful information such as:

• What to Test: specific instructions for your testing 
group

• App Description: basic information about your ap-
plication’s purpose

• Feedback Email: where Apple should send your tes-
ter’s feedback

Figure 2: Metadata you can modify to describe your application to your test audience

Figure 3: Interface to set up an Internal Beta Test within iTunes Connect
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you’ll get asked if you made any significant changes to 
the application, such as adding completely new features. 
If you answer no, the build seems to get auto-approved 
and is available immediately. If you answer yes, the build 
goes through the approval process again.

While you wait for the build to get approved, you can 
start adding tester information. The only required infor-
mation to add a tester to an external test is their email 
address. You can optionally include their first and last 
name. The portal allows you to add in one at a time 
manually, but you can also upload a CSV if you need to 
import many users at once. The format required for the 
CSV import is as follows:

first name, last name, email address

Once you’ve added the information for your test group 
and your selected build has been approved, you have the 
option to Start Testing. Selecting this auto-generates 
emails out to all the testers you added. This email directs 
users to accept an invitation to test your app via the Tes-
tFlight application that they can download through the 
iTunes App Store. External test invitations remain active 
for 60 days. If you wish to continue testing past the 60-
day period, you need to upload a new build. Whenever 
you upload a new build, testers receive a push notifi-
cation on their device letting them know that they can 
update their application from within the TestFlight app.

Wrapping Up
If you finish running your beta test before the time window 
of the test expires, navigate to the internal or external pan-
els in the TestFlight section of iTunes Connect and select the 
“Not Available for Testing” option for the respective build. 
This prevents any further users from downloading the build. 
If you change your mind, you can always re-enable that 
build or upload a new build to continue the test. 

After you’ve tested the application to your liking, you 
can submit it to the AppStore for review. Once the ap-
plication is approved and the status changes to “Ready 
for Sale,” testing on all earlier builds automatically halts. 
For more information about submitting the build for sale 
in the AppStore, refer to the sidebar.  

Beta testing is an important part of launching a mobile ap-
plication. After working on a project for an extended period 
of time, you often develop a biased perspective on what 
you’re building. Having a fresh pair of eyes on your product 
inspires new ideas and uncovers new bugs that otherwise 
might not have been realized, ultimately leading to a stron-
ger product and a better chance at lasting success.

You’ll notice that you need to select information corre-
sponding to the two sections shown in Figure 3 before 
you can initiate a test. First, you select a build for your 
users to test. When you hit “Select Version to Test,” it 
shows you a list of any builds you previously uploaded via 
XCode. Once you’ve chosen the desired build, you need 
to add at least one tester. Click the “+” icon next to “In-
ternal Testers” and select the desired users that you had 
added in the “Users and Roles” section beforehand. 

After you configure the proper information for build and 
test group, a “Start Testing” button becomes active. Press 
that to initiate the test. This action automatically emails all 
the users you’ve selected, inviting them to test the build. 
The email directs the users to accept the invitation using 
the TestFlight application they can download via iTunes. 

Step 3b: Running an External Test
As mentioned earlier, testing your build with an external 
user group of up to 2,000 testers requires your build to 
pass an approval process. To start this process, first navi-
gate to the TestFlight tab for your respective application, 
which is located near the Activity tab you accessed previ-
ously. Once there, you need to access the section titled 
External Testing as pictured in Figure 4. Once you’re on 
this screen, the following steps illustrate how you can 
add a build for Apple to review:

1. Select “Add Build to Test” from the right side of the 
External Testing window.

2. Select the version number from the drop down for 
the build you want to test. Click Add.

3. If you haven’t entered metadata for the build, you’ll 
get a prompt to do so.

4. You’ll get a series of compliance questions. Answer 
these appropriately.

5. Click Submit to send the build into a “Waiting for 
Review” status.

Once the build submission is complete, you need to wait 
for Apple to review it before a test can start. That approval 
process may take a few days. If Apple rejects your build or 
the metadata associated with it, the build gets removed 
from the External Testing panel and the status changes 
to rejected. You can click the status to view more details 
explaining why it didn’t make the cut. If the build is ap-
proved, users with the Admin role get notified via email. 

Once you have an initial build approved for the applica-
tion, submitting small changes and tweaks doesn’t re-
quire the same level of review. On consecutive uploads, 

Figure 4: Interface to set up an External Beta Test within iTunes Connect

Once the build submission 
is complete, you need 
to wait for Apple to review 
it before a test can start

 Jason Bender
 

Working with Auto 
Provisioning in Xcode

For help setting up Xcode 
provisioning, visit: https://
developer.apple.com/library/
content/documentation/
IDEs/Conceptual/
AppDistributionGuide/
ConfiguringYourApp/
ConfiguringYourApp.html#//
apple_ref/doc/uid/TP40012582-
CH28-SW1

Submitting to the AppStore

To learn more about the process 
of submitting your application 
to the Apple AppStore, refer 
to the following: https://
developer.apple.com/library/
content/documentation/
LanguagesUtilities/Conceptual/
iTunesConnect_Guide/Chapters/
SubmittingTheApp.html#//
apple_ref/doc/uid/TP40011225-
CH33-SW1

Beta Test Your iOS Applications Using TestFlight
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(Continued from 74)

It’s not about the speed of any one iteration, it’s 
about the number of iterations themselves.

In the case of the guy on the subway, these itera-
tions can happen in (literally) seconds. When the 
request/demand for the phone comes, you make 
a snap judgment based on a sub-second Data/
Analysis/Decision/Action loop. But the engage-
ment doesn’t end there. The first decision might 
be to “ignore the request.” Then you see what 
happens next: Does the other individual repeat 
the request? Does he look around (possibly scan-
ning for witnesses to what might come next, 
possibly to see if there’s somebody else who’ll 
be more sympathetic to their plea)? That, then, 
becomes data that feeds into the next iteration 
of the loop, which you can analyze even as the 
phone-requesting individual is considering his 
own next move. You can potentially get through a 
half-dozen loops in seconds.

In a dogfight (or some other kind of confronta-
tional scenario), being able to move through this 
loop faster than your opponent leads to the ability 
to anticipate (based on what you can see them do-
ing) what their response will be, and have plans 
in mind already for what to do in that situation. 
After Boyd’s analysis made its way through the up-
per ranks, the US Air Force sought to minimize the 
time in the “action” portion of the loop by devel-
oping planes that could respond more quickly to 
the pilot’s decision. This led to the development of 
the F-15 and F-16 fighter aircraft, two of the most 
successful dogfighting aircraft ever invented. But 
it also led to a reinvention of how the Air Force 
itself managed the design of new aircraft, and how 
the organization, as a whole, approached prob-
lems. The goal became not to race through the 
four steps, but to execute iteration after iteration, 
where the action of the previous iteration yields 
the data that starts the next.

This, then, starts to get to the heart of what an 
agile process means—it’s not about the standups, 
or the user stories, or any of the trappings that 
normally go along with the phrase “agile soft-
ware development.”

The Agile Loop
It’s relatively easy to imagine how this process 
works for the Angular case: You gather data 
around the current user interface—its perfor-
mance, its responsiveness, its bandwidth con-
sumption, and so on. You gather data around the 
features being requested by users, and compare 
that against the features offered by Angular. 
You examine the ecosystem around Angular and 
compare it against the support you have for the 
current interface. You analyze that data, looking 
at the shortcomings and benefits of each. You 
look at others’ analyses, such as benchmarks and 
articles. You make a decision, and act on that: 
Adopt Angular or not.

But seeing what Boyd realized about the OODA 
loop, you can adjust your approach. You don’t 
need to gather all the data once—you can do just 
a simple pass to see what Angular supports, and 
based on that analysis, make a decision to toss 
out a quick prototype. Let’s see what it can do, 
just the basics. Maybe a simple CRUD app. Then, 
after a short action cycle (say a day, or a week 
at most), examine the results, and use that data 
to make a second decision. Hmm. Angular seems 
to like doing things “this” way, so what happens 
if you try to do something that Angular doesn’t 
really seem to support, something “out of the 
box” but necessary for your user interface? That’s 
when you need another loop, one that provides 
more data. Let’s see how Angular can talk to the 
rest of your system. Another cycle.

By the end of the month, you’ve prototyped out a 
half-dozen or so research spikes. This is probably 
enough for you to make a reasonable guess as to 
whether or not adopting Angular will be an orga-
nizational “win.” You didn’t have to do standups 
or user stories, and you certainly didn’t have to 
put unit tests in (although tests will often help 
give you a sense of how changes to one compo-
nent will affect another). The key point to agile is 
that of the fast cycle—you learn a great deal from 
each pass through the loop, so would you rather 
have one-week cycles or nine-month cycles?

Summary
Without question, there are benefits to an agile ap-
proach beyond that of merely rapid iteration. But 
it’s important to understand what agile ceremo-
nies are important to what aspects of the process. 
Much of an agile process is designed to generate 
feedback, and now it becomes more apparent why 
that’s important—that feedback becomes the data 
that you use in the next cycle of the loop.

To be sure, there will always be people who will 
insist that agile requires all of the basic trap-
pings: user stories, unit tests, standups, and so 
on. The fact is that all of those ceremonies are 
just as easy to do on a nine-month cycle as they 
are on a one- or two-week cycle. As a matter of 
fact, many of those ceremonies were done as part 
of projects dating as far back as the late 1960s 
and 70s. I even interviewed for a job with Taligent 
(the joint Apple/IBM operating system company) 
in 1993 for a position as a Test Engineer, writing 
code specifically designed to test the operating 
system code. That was five years before “eX-
treme Programming” (the book) shipped and four 
years before Erich Gamma and Kent Beck wrote 
“Test Infected,” the article that formalized their 
thoughts around unit testing.

You can use all the tools of an agile process and 
still not be agile. If you’re not thinking about the 
OODA or DADA loop, you’re just cargo culting.
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the phone—is it recoverable? Is it backed up into 
the cloud?

Most of this analysis will be made in a snap and 
a good chunk of it will be entirely subconscious, 
but that’s OK. So far.

Decide
At this point, you make the decision: Ignore the 
request. Hand over the phone. Don’t hand over 
the phone. Shout for help. Pull out the gun you’re 
permitted to carry (if you have the appropriate 
permit) and start shooting. Even the choice to 
make no decision—or perhaps more accurately to 
do nothing—is itself a decision.

Action
This then, is the point at which you follow 
through on the decision.

But this isn’t the end. In fact, you’ve only just 
begun.

The Loop of the OODA Loop
In a software organization, it’s relatively easy to 
see these same four steps. In fact, it’s fair to say 
that for almost any software project that’s been 
run anytime in the last thirty or forty years, you 
can see these exact same steps: gather require-
ments, analyze those requirements, come up with 
an architecture/design, and then execute on it. 
Books as far back as the 1970s describe these 
four steps, in fact. It seems that there’s noth-
ing new here. Heavens, this was what they talked 
about when they talked about “waterfall” devel-
opment, for pity’s sake; how does this help with 
anything?

Recall that the original name that Boyd gave his 
acronym was the “OODA Loop”; although many 
who have since examined Boyd’s analysis focused 
on the first word of the name (OODA), Boyd him-
self spent much of his time focused on the sec-
ond (Loop). What Boyd discovered was that the 
pilot who won the dogfight was not the individual 
who gets through the loop the fastest (as many 
Air Force analysts later misunderstood), but how 
quickly a pilot can get through the loop and into 
the next one.

flipping through Facebook on your phone. As the 
bus starts lurching away from a stop, you see a fig-
ure out of your peripheral vision making its way to-
wards the back of the bus, where you happen to be 
sitting. You don’t make much of it until he reaches 
about where you’re sitting, then says in a loud 
voice, “Excuse me, man, can I see your phone?”

Imagine that you’re arriving at your desk at your 
office one morning, minding your own business, 
mentally preparing for wrestling with the code-
base for the application that currently consumes 
your attention. In your peripheral vision, you see 
one of the other members of the team you lead 
make his way towars his desk, not far away from 
yours. You don’t make much of it until he reaches 
about where you’re sitting, then says in a loud 
voice, “Hey, I think we need to convert all of our 
user interface code over to Angular.”

Here are two different scenarios, which, on the 
surface, seem as different as the day is long. 
Would you believe me if I told you that in fact, 
the decisions reached are going to come out of 
exactly the same process, and that it’s the same 
process that US Air Force fighter pilots were 
taught to win at air combat?

And that it’s the same process that drives the 
heart of a truly agile process?

DADA
In the 1950s, a flight instructor for the US Air 
Force by the name of John Boyd took a close look 
at how fighter pilots act, think, and behave dur-
ing a dogfight. His goal was pretty easy to under-
stand: He wanted to see if he could figure out the 
relationship—the correlation, if not the actual 
causation—between how their actions or inac-
tions determined the outcome of the dogfight. 
Put simply, he wanted to figure out why those 
who won, won, and why those who lost, lost. 
Discovering this could, quite literally, lead to the 
difference between life and death.

Fairly quickly into his analysis, Boyd discovered 
that most, if not all, decisions are broken into a 
four-step loop, which he called the OODA (Observe, 
Orient, Decide, Act) Loop. In more non-military 
parlance, this is often called the DADA Loop: Data-
Analysis-Decision-Action. Fundamentally, they 

represent the same four steps: Collect data via ob-
servation of the enemy. Analyze by orienting your-
self to the enemy. Make a decision. Based on that 
decision, take action. Data, Analysis, Decision, Ac-
tion. Getting data leads to analysis; analysis leads 
to a decision; a decision leads to action.

Let me explain, using the subway scenario.

Data
Look for data: This individual’s dress. His stance. 
His posture. His body language. The tone of his 
voice. His proximity to you. The number of ad-
ditional people on the subway and their level of 
interest/engagement in this situation. The time 
of day. The proximity (or lack thereof) of law en-
forcement. The presence or absence of security 
cameras on the subway.

It may seem (particularly in the first case) that 
you’re allowing first impressions to sway ev-
erything. Hold on. This step is about gathering 
data. Don’t judge. Yet. That’s literally the next 
step. Here, you’re just gathering data, looking at 
anything and everything that might be of use in 
evaluating a response.

Analysis
In the subway, analyze the data: Based on what 
you can perceive, what are this person’s inten-
tions? Is this person asking for the phone some-
body that appears to be trustworthy? What clues 
do you have that he’ll give it back? What’s the 
relative probability that he wants to use the 
handing over of the phone as a gesture imply-
ing that now he can keep it (and possibly pawn it 
for cash)? What’s the relative probability that he 
wants to use the phone to call a loved one? What 
does his stance convey? Does it appear hostile or 
threatening? Does he appear aggressive? What’s 
in the tone of his voice?

But it’s not entirely about him—it’s also about 
you. If this phone is lost, what’s the cost to you? 
You’ll be without a phone for a while, certainly, 
and that could be minutes (while they use it) or 
days (while you wait to obtain a replacement). 
How critical is that cost to you? Is your socioeco-
nomic status such that purchasing a replacement 
will seriously hurt your budget? Could you live 
without it while your budget recovered enough 
to afford a new one? And what about the data on 

On Decisions
For an industry that prides itself on its analytical ability and abstract mental processing, we often 
don’t do a great job applying that mental skill to the most important element of the programmer’s 
tool chest—that is, ourselves. Imagine that you’re in a subway, minding your own business,

(Continued on page 73)
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